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“And You Will Find the Truth Here:”
A Neglected Seventh-Century Description of the Holy Sepulchre
Introduction
This thesis considers a little-known historical source addressing a well-known monument from a
new perspective. The text addresses the most celebrated monument of medieval Christendom:
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The site of the burial and resurrection of Christ, the church
has been commended and venerated since the time of its establishment and in subsequent eras,
and has also formed the subject of numerous academic studies. Recent scholars have considered
the Holy Sepulchre not only in terms of archaeology and textual accounts, but also through the
experience of pilgrimage and the idea of sacred space.
Yet despite the plentiful literature produced regarding this famous monument, there exists
one source that has been repeatedly neglected, even though the source has been published in an
English translation for over one hundred years. Hovsēp‘, the purported author of the text,
recounts his journey to the Holy Sepulchre and describes the monument.
This thesis will explore the text with two goals in mind. The first is to explore how the
text improves our understanding of the seventh-century state of the Holy Sepulchre. The second
goal is to consider what Hovsēp‘’s text reveals about the meaning of sacred space in an early
medieval Armenian context. I will argue, in so doing, that examining the text of Hovsēp‘ can
help us to shape a more dynamic, fluid, and indeed, a more global vision of medieval art.

I. Background
Nestled on a high plateau of the southern Transcaucasian highlands, Armenia presents to the
visitor a very mountainous and rocky landscape. Today, the country is landlocked. Armenia’s
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neighbors are Turkey, to the west; Georgia, to the north; and Azerbaijan to the east and south
(figure i). Just to the south of Azerbaijan-held Nagorno-Karabakh lies Iran. In the first century
BCE, the Armenian Empire stretched from the Mediterranean Sea to the Caspian Sea, and held
significantly more territory. Despite its mountainous landscape, Armenia has been historically a
region of conflict. During Hovsēp‘’s period, the region was contested by the Byzantines and
Persians, and then was threatened by the Arab Conquests. With the threat of non-Christian
invaders, the fate of Christian relics in other borderlands, such as Jerusalem, became an area of
great interest. After decades spent as part of the Soviet Union, a large portion of scholarship on
Armenian cultural history is written in Russian or Armenian.
Despite, or perhaps because of, Armenia’s proximity to neighboring imperial cultures,
Medieval Armenia preserved distinctive language and literature, Christian beliefs, social and
political practices, and culture. While these features cannot all be discussed here, a few important
issues should be noted at the outset, and will be further discussed in the body of this thesis.
Armenian Apostolic Christianity is comprised of unique doctrinal theology. The Armenian
Church broke from Byzantine, then orthodox, Christianity through the Chalcedon Council in
451. Due to their belief in Miaphysitism, or that Christ was composed of two distinct natures
unified in a single nature, the Armenians differed from the orthodox belief in Dyophysitism, in
which Christ was comprised of two divided and separate natures. The political state of Medieval
Armenia was an unconventional system, as Hovsēp‘ lived during a period in which Armenia was
controlled by independent ruling families rather than a unified monarchy.1 Finally, Armenian art
and architecture present a tradition, which, in very general terms, recalls the traditions of

1

This was the case in the fifth century, seventh century, and again in the ninth century.
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neighboring regions while preserving distinctively “Armenian” features. All of these factors
should give some indication of the rich culture and world from which Hovsēp‘ was coming.

II. Previous Literature
This thesis brings together a large and growing body of literature in the area of Armenology, the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and pilgrimage texts. It examines both Armenian texts and
Armenian architecture. Fortunately, there has been a great deal of work on Armenian
architecture, and libraries of books have been produced since the nineteenth century. This work
is generally limited to specialists, however, and Armenian art is unfortunately not considered
part of the canon of medieval art.2
Armenia’s role in architectural history does not receive a great deal of attention from the
academic community. Those that study Armenian art and architecture do so passionately, but the
discipline is simply not very large. This is especially true regarding the early medieval period,
particularly when compared to scholarship on Western European Medieval art history. Even in
books dedicated to architecture of the Byzantine Empire, Armenian structures are often sidelined
to small chapters with insignificant illustrations. This unfortunate reality is a result of many
factors, including language barriers, geographic distance, and as Christina Maranci has argued,
problems within the early historiography of the field.3 Other scholars in the field include Sirarpie
Der Nersessian, Robert Thomson, Thomas Mathews, Eugene W. Kleinbauer, J. G. Davies, and
others. Collectively, these scholars cover a wide scope of topics in Armenian art and
architecture, from building descriptions to abstract symbolic ideas to exterior inscriptions.

2

Christina Maranci, Zuart‘noc‘ and the Anastasis Rotunda, Brepols, forthcoming. 1.
Christina Maranci, Medieval Armenian Architecture: Constructions of Race and Nation,
(Sterling, Virginia: Peeters, 2000), 2.
3
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While the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is a structure that has been studied by countless
scholars, this thesis provides another perspective on the church through an understudied source.
A few of these scholars include Robert Ousterhout, Richard Krautheimer, Charles Coüasnon,
Annabel Wharton, H. T. F. Duckworth, James Fergusson, and George Jeffery.4 These individuals
represent a wide range of time periods during which they practiced, from the middle of the
nineteenth century until today. Their work on the Holy Sepulchre brings to light the archaeology,
the history, and the symbolic nature of the building.
Pilgrimage records are a fairly reliable source of information for less-known periods of
the Holy Sepulchre. The Frankish pilgrim Arculf, who visited Jerusalem in approximately 670,
acts as major evidence in architectural history. For example, Richard Krautheimer heavily relies
on Arculf’s text to form his argument about architectural copies in “An Introduction to ‘An
Iconography of Medieval Architecture’” through the use of the Holy Sepulchre as a case study.
James R. Macpherson and Vida Bajc have also studied pilgrimage intensively and offer analyses
of many pilgrims during the early medieval period.
Other scholars such as E. W. Brooks, C. F. Dowsett, Thomson, R. N. Bain, Michael E.
Stone, and Christina Maranci have worked closely with Hovsēp‘ and pilgrimage. These scholars
offer invaluable insight into the translations of the text, historical timing, and architectural
tradition. However, there does not yet exist any sort of in-depth study of Hovsēp‘ and his
pilgrimage text, but this thesis begins this process. Without a documentation of the text and its
possible influences, other scholars have not yet been able to explore Hovsēp‘ and the text in
other contexts. This thesis attempts to provide the necessary information to allow the
implementation of Hovsēp‘ within greater architectural historical scholarship. Thus, this thesis

4
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explores how the inclusion of the Armenian perspective in scholarship could significantly
diversify the idea of the formation of holy space and the experience of sacred architecture.

III. Chapter Outline
The first chapter addresses Hovsēp‘’s written account. It presents a comprehensive account of
the textual tradition. The translations of the text are as invaluable as the source itself, considering
most architectural historians unfamiliarity with the Armenian, particularly Medieval Armenian,
language. They are also what I as a student was able to access. Through the three translations
utilized, the details of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre that are addressed by Hovsēp‘ can be
investigated. Different translators interpret certain words and phrases slightly differently; while
this does not affect the meaning of the text too drastically, small details may change. Using
Hovsēp‘’s description and the amalgamated resource of the three translations, the first chapter
hopes to offer a closer understanding of Hovsēp‘’s textual representation of the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre.
Over the course of the second chapter, different features of the Holy Sepulchre
throughout its history will be investigated. Due to the turbulence of Jerusalem throughout the
past two millennia, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre has experienced many different building
periods interspersed with periods of damage. Comparing Hovsēp‘’s textual description to the
known archaeological record reveals the reality of the plan of the church and what Hovsēp‘ may
have witnessed beyond the details he includes in his account. In addition, Hovsēp‘’s description
supplements what can be concluded from the limited archaeology of the seventh century, since
the elevation of the Holy Sepulchre cannot be revealed in whole through archaeological remains.

Introduction
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The idea of holy space in an early medieval Armenian context is explored in the third
chapter. A brief overview of Armenian ecclesiastical monuments reveals what Hovsēp‘ would
have known in his native built landscape. In addition to establishing the definition of Armenian
sacred space, this chapter considers the construction of the iconic Church of Zvart‘nots‘ in
relation to Hovsēp‘’s text and the Holy Sepulchre. The possibility of Zvart‘nots‘ as an
architectural copy of the Holy Sepulchre as based on Hovsēp‘’s account of the church is
explored, and may provide evidence to support revised interpretations of Richard Krautheimer’s
conclusive theory on medieval ecclesiastic architecture.
The fourth and final chapter compares the pilgrimage texts of Hovsēp‘ and the wellknown seventh-century Frankish pilgrim, Arculf. Due to the patronage of Abbot Adamnan of the
monastery at Iona, art and architectural historians have utilized Arculf’s text for centuries.
Arculf’s account was spread throughout the medieval Western world, and Krautheimer relies
heavily on the text as evidence for architectural copies in his case study of the Holy Sepulchre. In
addition to arguing the importance of Hovsēp‘’s text in the idea of copies, the comparison of the
texts reveals the possibility of a more “global medieval” than is currently understood. Hovsēp‘’s
text reveals a new perspective that has been previously unknown, and the presence of such an
important account further justifies explorations into Armenian architectural history in a larger
medieval context.
By analyzing Hovsēp‘’s text and investigating its potential role in a greater art historical
framework, this thesis will hopefully provide the framework to inspire further explorations of
Hovsēp‘ and early medieval Armenian architecture. Certainly, a great deal of academic work has
been completed in order for this thesis to even exist due to limitations in language and the
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The Text of Hovsēp‘ and its Translations: Pilgrimage and Description
Hovsēp‘ traveled to Jerusalem in the seventh century as part of a Christian pilgrimage. After six
centuries of Christianity, pilgrimage was still fairly rare because of the danger and expense to
travel to holy sites scattered throughout the Holy Land and Europe.5 In addition, many monastic
rules forbade the practice.6 Hovsēp‘’s text establishes very important information regarding the
architecture of the Holy Sepulchre. This chapter will explore the text and investigate what
exactly can be learned from Hovsēp‘’s language. Using various translations together with the
existing scholarship, one seeks here a sense of what Hovsēp‘ saw during his journey.

I. Pilgrimage and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
Pilgrimage to European sites became more frequent in later centuries, but the Holy Land,
Palestine, and particularly Jerusalem remained the focus of Christian attention. Jerusalem was
the center of the medieval Christian world. Its role in the foundation of Christianity made
Jerusalem the holiest of places for a pilgrim to visit. Visual diagrams accessible to both monks
and laymen depicted Jerusalem as the center of the world; maps in particular conflated the
5

During the eighth century, the introduction of the Benedictine Rule in Western Europe greatly
decreased the number of monastic pilgrimages. Through the idea of stabilitas, or the
commitment to the monastery, and the rule against gyrovagi, or weak-willed monks, monasteries
began to keep their monks within their confines. Some monasteries allowed for virtual
pilgrimage and travel within one’s imagination. Very few pilgrimage records from the seventh
century exist, and those that describe the holy city of Jerusalem number even less. Thus, the
pilgrimage records that exist from the tumultuous seventh century are particularly important.
Those that do exist have both eastern and western origins, but the rigidity of the Benedictine
Rule governed mostly western monks rather than those from the east.
Stella A. Singer, “Pilgrimage of Monks,” Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage, ed. Larissa J.
Taylor, et al, (Boston: Brill 2010) 548.
6
With the rise of western Christian asceticism, a number of the most pious members of society
left their towns and villages and began a life in solitude. Eventually, groups of ascetics began to
join together and formed monasteries governed by abbots.
Ibid.
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beliefs of Christianity and geography. Medieval maps were usually not created to be a realistic
and accurate portrayal of the world, but instead to place the viewer and source within the context
of the greater Christian world.7 The mosaicked Mâdaba map from the sixth century offers such a
view, and a detail of Jerusalem suggests the monuments of the city between the time of
Constantine and the map’s creation (figure ii). Other maps, such as the eleventh-century Cotton
Tiberius mappamundae, also depict Jerusalem in the literal center of the map, and thus, the
metaphorical center of the world as a whole.8 The city became the pinnacle of loca sancta, or site
of holiness, because of its association with Christ’s birth, death, and resurrection.9 It follows
naturally that the church built over the tomb of Christ, the site of the primary tenet of
Christianity, Christ’s resurrection, became the core of Christian Jerusalem and the key site of
pilgrimage.10
The high symbolism of the Holy Sepulchre made it not only a focus for veneration but
also conspicuous in the eyes of the Persian Empire. First built in the fourth century, with
patronage attributed to the Emperor Constantine the Great, the monument had remained

7

Detailed world maps and diagrammatic maps followed this pattern, which created the genre of
“T-O” maps. These maps were circular diagrams, oriented with east at the top, and divided into
three unequal portions by the “T,” which acted as the Mediterranean (the leg), the Nile River,
and the Don River (the arms), dividing Europe in the bottom left from Africa in the bottom right,
and Asia on the top. The circle was the world ocean, encompassing the entire land mass. Because
of the T-O map orientation, which dictated the orientation of more detailed versions, maps were
drawn with Jerusalem at the center; the Holy Land was both the physical center of the world as
well as the spiritual center. By the ninth century, the “T” was understood to represent the
crucifix, which evolved to the superimposition of Christ’s body onto the Ebstorf map in the
thirteenth century.
Evelyn Edson, Mapping Space and Time: How Medieval Mapmakers Viewed Their World
(London: British Library, 1997) 9.
8
Edson, Mapping Space and Time: How Medieval Mapmakers Viewed Their World 9.
9
Robert Ousterhout, “Rebuilding the Temple: Constantine Monomachus and the Holy
Sepulchre” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians: 48.1 (1989) 66.
10
Ibid.
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relatively untouched for the subsequent three centuries.11 In the fifth and sixth centuries, as the
Byzantine Empire grew in size, power, and faithfulness to the Christian religion, the importance
of Jerusalem grew, and the appeal of the city to outside threats grew as well. Eventually, near the
close of the sixth century, the Persian Empire, and then the Muslim Arabs who quickly
dominated the Persians, viewed Jerusalem as an entry point into the Byzantine Empire. In 614,
Persian forces besieged Jerusalem.12 Reconstruction did not begin until 624, and the structure
endured damage until the tenth century.13 Then, in 634, Muslim Arabs took control of Palestine,
and thus, Jerusalem, from the Persians.14 While the Byzantines held out in Jerusalem for a short
period, eventually the bishop Sophronios had to surrender to the caliph ‘Umar.15 The period after
614 until the tenth century is a relatively obscure and mysterious period in the history of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Some descriptions of the site exist, including the accounts from
the Arculf, whose journey was likely between 670 and 688, and Hovsēp‘.16 While pilgrims
provide for what little is known about this period of the Holy Sepulchre, Hovsēp‘’s source has
been completely disregarded. The next section will examine the details of Hovsēp‘ and his
textual description of the Holy Sepulchre. By the seventh century, then, Jerusalem had become a
contested site.17

11

Ousterhout, “Rebuilding the Temple: Constantine Monomachus and the Holy Sepulchre,” 67.
Timothy Gregory, A History of Byzantium (West Sussex, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010) 172.
13
Richard Krautheimer, “Introduction to an ‘Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture’” Journal
of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes: 5 (1942) 5.
14
Gregory, A History of Byzantium, 176.
15
Ibid 179.
16
Also, Antoninus of Piacenza, dated to 570.
17
Thus, in describing the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at this time, Hovsēp‘ captures a key
moment in the history of Jerusalem.
12
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II. Hovsēp‘ and the Journey to Jerusalem
The visit of Hovsēp‘ to Jerusalem has been dated between the visit of Antoninus of Piacenza,
dated to 570, who visited before the Persian sack of the city, and the visit of Arculf around 670.
This means, as Brooks already observed over a century ago, that Hovsēp‘’s account is the
“earliest which we have of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre as rebuilt by Modestus after its
destruction by the Persians in 614.”18
The date of Hovsēp‘’s text in the middle of the seventh century is important for many
reasons. Most obviously, it helps to elucidate a key and little-understood moment in the
architectural history of the Holy Sepulchre, and more broadly, Jerusalem. Insight into the
reconstruction of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre under Modestus, and the location of the holy
relics of the crucifixion at this time, may be derived from the text.
We should stress that we do not understand Hovsēp‘’s textual representation, or any for
that matter, as some kind of privileged access to an objective reality. While he offers a specific
interpretation and description of the site, we cannot deem the space as inherently “accurate” in
today’s sense of the term. Nevertheless, close reading of this kind can be revealing when
compared against the archaeological evidence or other textual examples. For example, as
Philippe Angers notes in regard to Arculf’s text, “it is apparent that Arculf’s plan was never
intended to provide information of a precise and complete nature. Rather, Arculf has limited his
choice of elements to only the select few which he regarded as essential for the understanding of

18

Brooks, “Armenian Visitor to Jerusalem in the Seventh Century,” 95.
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the structure’s religious and symbolic significance.”19 This idea will be particularly important in
Hovsēp‘’s description as well.
Before we consider the text in close detail, a more precise sense of the basis for dating
Hovsēp‘ in the seventh century is necessary. Little is known about Hovsēp‘ beyond what he
states in his text. E. W. Brooks first translated Hovsēp‘’s description, contained in Movsēs
Kałankatuac‘i’s tenth-century text The History of the Caucasian Albanians, in 1896. Different
translators and annotators tediously reviewed several factors in the dating of Hovsēp‘’s text,
since his timing relative to other pilgrims and historical events is an example of why his text is so
influential. Brooks uses Hovsēp‘’s own description of himself in dating his journey. First,
Hovsēp‘ dates himself “in the reign of Herakleios,20 in the disordered reign of Yazkert, while
Ezra was catholic of the Armenians and Mushel sparapet,21 while Gregory was lord of Siunikh,
in the episcopate of Mathausala, and while Waraz Grigor, lord of Gardman, was prince of the
Albanians.”22 He settled in the district of Ardsach in Gełam, where he stayed for twelve years
under the bishop Mihr and a subsequent eleven years under the new bishop, Andrew.23 These
different leaders all allow Brooks to date Hovsēp‘ as accurately as possible. Byzantine Emperor
Herakleios ruled from 6 October 610 until 11 February 641, and the Persian Emperor Yazdkert24
ruled from 632 or 633 to 651 or 652.25 Ezra succeeded the catholic Christopher in 630 or 631, as
explained by Sebeos, the great Armenian chronicler, and Brooks cross-referenced John the

19

Philippe Angers, “Principles of Religious Imitation in Mediaeval Architecture: An Analysis of
the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and its European Copies from the Carolingian Period to the
Late Romanesque,” PhD diss., McGill University, 1997, 44.
20
Also written “Heraclius.”
21
Sparapet, a Byzantine term for a military ranking that was inherited.
22
Brooks, “Armenian Visitor to Jerusalem in the Seventh Century,” 94.
23
Ibid.
24
Also written “Yazdegerd.”
25
Brooks, “Armenian Visitor to Jerusalem in the Seventh Century,” 94.
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Catholic from around 900 to fix Ezra’s death in either 640 or 641.26 Waraz Grigor may have
ended his reign in 637, which Kałankatuac‘i infers, but later contradicts; thus, Brooks initially
dates Hovsēp‘’s departure between 632 and 641.27 However, since Hovsēp‘ notes that the
Saracens were invading the countryside, and the first of such invasions did not occur until the
later half of the 640, Brooks argues that Hovsēp‘’s departure must have occurred in late 640 or
641.28 The earliest possible date of arrival would then be 659, and Brooks states that Hovsēp‘
would have been in Jerusalem for a relatively short stay between 659 and 663.29 Furthermore,
Brooks argues against the dating of the arrival of Arculf to 670. Since the Abbot of Iona,
Adamnan, wrote down Arculf’s account and dedicated the work to King Aldfrith of
Northumberland, who rose to the throne in 685, a date of 670 may be too early for Arculf’s
visit.30 Thus, the visit of Hovsēp‘ may have “[preceded] that of Arculf probably by at least
twenty years.”31 Therefore, Hovsēp‘’s account provides a glimpse of an even earlier phase of the
Holy Sepulchre.
But, who was Hovsēp‘? He described himself as a hermit who “left the desert and caves
of Brut32 in the canton of Gełam33 owing to the grievous troubles of the time, for lawless men
became enraged and trampled the churches underfoot, exacted tribute from the oppressed, and

26

Brooks, “Armenian Visitor to Jerusalem in the Seventh Century,” 94.
Ibid 95.
28
Ibid.
29
Ibid.
30
Ibid 96.
31
Ibid 95.
32
This location is not clear. In his translation, Dowsett notes that brut means “potter,” but that
the “locality seems otherwise unknown.”
Movsēs Kałankatuac‘i, tr. C. J. F. Dowsett, The History of the Caucasian Albanians, London:
Oxford University Press (1961) 181.
33
Northeast Armenia.
27
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laid waste the land in their wanton path.”34 Armenia was witnessing a period of invasion from
the east when Hovsēp‘ began his journey. Thus, as Michael E. Stone notes, “the imminence of
the invasion pervaded all aspects including the disposal of relics and the selection of routes.”35
While living under the Bishop Mihr, another hermit travelled to Jerusalem and brought back
relics of St. Stephen and St. George.36 Hovsēp‘ was then inspired to acquire relics of St. John,
and set out for Jerusalem. There, his text describes, he was disappointed upon his arrival because
of the site’s affiliation with the Council of Chalcedon.37 Hovsēp‘ notes that he succeeds in
arriving in Jerusalem, but after worshipping there, he “returned in great sorrow, for all were
tainted by their adherence to the world-destroying Council of Chalcedon.”38
As referred to in the introduction, the Council of Chalcedon was a major event in the
history of the Armenian Church, resulting in the schism by the Armenians from the orthodox
beliefs.39 Called in 451 by the Byzantine Empress Pulcheria, the Council resulted in a major split
in the church.40 The nature of Christ’s divinity and humanity was the major issue, with the
orthodox belief stating human and divine aspects of Christ were “joined together without
division or separation.”41 The Armenians, and some other groups in the eastern Mediterranean,
wholly disagreed, believing that Christ had a single nature, that was both divine and human.42
Miaphysitism, the belief the Armenians held, would seem to be very similar to the orthodox
belief. Both sides saw Christ as being both human and divine, yet the manner in which these
34

Kałankatuac‘i, The History of the Caucasian Albanians, 181.
Michael E. Stone, “Holy Land Pilgrimage of Armenians before the Arab Conquest,”
Resources for Biblical Studies, 93 (1986): 103.
36
Kałankatuac‘i, The History of the Caucasian Albanians, 181.
37
Kałankatuac‘i, The History of the Caucasian Albanians, 182.
38
Ibid.
39
Gregory, A History of Byzantium 113.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
35
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natures were understood managed to drive such a great wedge between the two sides that the
Miaphysites, and particularly the Armenians, would never reconcile.

III. Hovsēp‘’s Text
Scholarly work with the tenth-century text reveals dating issues. Movsēs Kałankatuac‘i appears
to actually claim Hovsēp‘’s words for his own in some texts within his compilation. Dowsett
notes that Kałankatuac‘i did this several times throughout his chronicle, and it was necessary to
make clear what was Kałankatuac‘i’s own text and what was “borrowed” from earlier chronicles
in his translation.43 Brooks’ work regarding the dating of Hovsēp‘’s travels is crucial to relating
his account to the greater collection of seventh-century pilgrimage accounts. Dowsett largely
agrees with Brooks’ dating methods. The greatest issue arises out of Hovsēp‘’s mention of
Mušeł,44 who Dowsett dates to 653, but notes may be an error in Brooks’ translation. Rather than
a dating error by Hovsēp‘, Brooks may have incorrectly inserted Mušeł for Mžēž during the
translation process.45 Both figures were sparapets, and Mžēž was in power from 630 until 638;
Dowsett notes that he cannot accurately date Mušeł.46 Otherwise, Dowsett makes it very clear
through his annotations that he agrees with Brooks’ dating of Hovsēp‘’s trip, citing the 1896
translation and date of the journey.47 This position has been accepted by historians of Armenian
architecture as well. Scholars such as R. N. Bain and Michael Stone argue that Hovsēp‘ may
have travelled to Jerusalem between 632 and 641, earlier than Brooks and Dowsett note, but in

43
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the same range as the other scholars. 48 Thus, despite some divergences in the precise years of the
account, scholars are in agreement that it belongs to the middle years of the seventh century,
making its neglect by historians of architecture all the more striking.
The textual tradition of Hovsēp‘’s account is fairly strange. The complete History of the
Caucasian Albanians including the text of Hovsēp‘ was published in 1860 by Shahnazarean at
Paris and by Emin at Moscow.49 These publications remained in the original Classical Armenian
and are critical editions. The first translation, into Russian, was by K. Patkanean in 1861.
Brooks’ version of Hovsēp‘’s text is the earliest English translation, published in 1896.
An English historian, Brooks supplemented Reverend James R. Macpherson’s article on
the Holy Sepulchre from a previous volume of The English Historical Review.50 Macpherson
completed his translation of the seventh-century Gaulish pilgrim Arculf’s text
contemporaneously, so Brooks’ writing was in powerful dialogue, even though scholars only
utilized his translation decades later.51 V. G. Vasilevskii published a second Russian translation
in 1886, but Brooks notes that Vasilevskii’s annotations do not include any information
regarding the date of Hovsēp‘’s visit to Jerusalem.52
Charles Dowsett translated the History of the Caucasian Albanians in its entirety, which
was published in 1961. His annotated translation certainly provides a great deal of insight that
would otherwise be unknown due to his extensive research before attempting to digest the work.
48
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He notes that several manuscript versions of the chronicle exist, many with textual, factual, or
other discontinuities, which he attributes to the “fallibility of copyists.”53 He also notes that the
compiler does not credit the authors of works that he has compiled.54 Dowsett does not
hypothesize how Hovsēp‘’s text came to be a part of Kałankatuac‘i’s compilation. Regardless,
somehow the seventh-century text made it into the tenth-century compilation, and while its
journey there is unknown, its survival provides today’s scholars with a window into one of the
more unknown periods of Jerusalem’s history.
As an inserted item within the larger medieval history of the Caucasian Albanians, the
actual text that can be attributed to Hovsēp‘ is only two chapters worth of a three-part, 105chapter volume. As chapters 50 and 51 of Book II, the selection is very small. Dowsett’s
translation of the text regarding the Holy Sepulchre and the complex, due to its length, is
included in the appendix.55 The excerpt from the greater History is part of Chapter 51 of Book II,
titled “Concerning the churches built in Jerusalem, their number and position. You will find the
truth here.” Immediately preceding it is Chapter 50, “Concerning Yovsep‘56 the hermit who
came and dwelt in Arcax; his journey to Jerusalem and his bringing hither the relics of the
saints,” in which the short background for Hovsēp‘ is explained.57 The chapters leading to 50 and
51 are unrelated, and Hovsēp‘’s description of Jerusalem immediately precedes the chapter that
completes the second book. The portion of the History of the Caucasian Albanians containing
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Hovsēp‘’s account is very separate from the rest of the text, providing readers with little to no
context for the description.
Now we turn to the text itself. Hovsēp‘’s description contains very specific measurements
explaining the exact positioning of the many features of the Anastasis Rotunda and surrounding
church. This can be read in Thomson’s recent translation of Hovsēp‘’s description of the Holy
Sepulchre.
The measured distance of the hollowed rock sepulchre of the vivifying Christ is
one and a half girk from the middle of the dome of the vivifying tomb of our holy
Saviour. Over the church is a dome on pillars, which is built to a height of 100
cubits and a width of 100. To both sides are twelve columns below and above the
upper story. In that upper story are the lance and sponge and dish of Christ
overlaid with gold.
This translation shares many features with the other two, but the word choice presents challenges
in comparing the translations again. The first instance of distance, in other texts a “fathom and a
half,” is left untranslated as girk, which Thomson explains to mean “embrace,” or “the distance
of outstretched arms,” and is often translated as a fathom.58 This brings up a problematic
calculation. A fathom is approximately two meters, and a fathom and a half is about three
meters.59 While this distance reaffirms the off-centeredness of the sepulchre, three meters is
fairly substantial for “outstretched arms.” Thomson translates the extent to which it lies off the
center point to be only two-thirds of the originally translated distance.
The very first item noted is the measured distance from the Sepulchre to the center of the
dome on the Anastasis; Hovsēp‘ describes the distance to be one and a half fathoms, or about
58
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two and three quarters meters.60 The placement of the tomb measurement as the very first feature
to be documented was not by accident, but rather, an indication of how crucial the tomb was to
the pilgrim and the structure as a whole. The space of the church is measured by Hovsēp‘ to be
100 cubits in diameter, or about forty-five and three quarters meters, but it is not clear whether
he is referring to the size of the church or the size of the dome.61 Realistically, Hovsēp‘ must
have been describing the Rotunda as a whole, including the outer aisles, because 100 cubits
would suggest a dome far larger than the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, a church that features
a dome between thirty and thirty one meters in diameter. It is unclear what Hovsēp‘ means
regarding the existence of twelve columns “on both sides” below and in the upper story, though
it is unlikely that he had counted a total of twenty-four columns in total on each story. “On both
sides” likely refers to the “roundness,” and the repetition, in the Rotunda. In referring to the
“principle church, which is called the martyry, which is that of the Invention of the Cross,”62
Hovsēp‘ may have been referring to the Basilica of Constantine, part of the known fourth century
complex, which arguably had between sixty and seventy columns in four rows running its length;
thus, this deduction is very possible (figure iii). The Church of Golgotha, which Hovsēp‘
explains is ten paces away from the Rotunda, also existed, but its dimensions are not noted. This
is also important, because it was not Christ’s death that made such an impact, but rather, his
resurrection, and thus justifies the lengthier discussion of the tomb. Architecturally, Hovsēp‘
comments on the main features of the structure, but these features may have been all that had
been rebuilt at the time of his visit.
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In his brief introduction to the description of the church complexes, Hovsēp‘ notes that he
originally set about to find and bring back relics of St. John. This, and the importance of the
spear, sponge, and cup of Christ to the story of the Crucifixion, may explain his fixation on the
three relics he finds in the upper story of the Rotunda. The location of these relics should be
noted, as other visitors do not describe them to be in this location. The inclusion of the gallery in
his description is unique as the second story is rarely mentioned as well. Since he describes a
gallery level, this shows that the additional story existed, which is more than other writers have
had to say. This clerestory level will be addressed in greater detail later in this thesis.
The text as translated by Brooks is slightly different from Dowsett’s version.63 In his
annotation, he notes that Hovsēp‘’s writing contains the earliest mention of the prison of Christ,
which is included in the excerpt translated by Dowsett included in the appendix as well. The
language differs between the two versions of the translated text. Since Dowsett amalgamated so
many copies of the text, that may have greatly influenced how the text would be rewritten, or
perhaps Brooks used a single copy of Kałankatuac‘i’s manuscript, resulting in the language he
translated. The differences may be due simply to different translators interpreting the same words
in various manners. These questions I raise here, but they deserve a separate study beyond this
thesis.
Further differences may be observed. Brooks’ translation regarding the existence of
columns in the Rotunda is much clearer. In the earlier translation, it appears much clearer that
Hovsēp‘’s description refers to twelve columns in both the main floor and the gallery. “On each
side” may refer to columns existing on either side of the eight piers.64 Brooks’ translation
supports the idea of having columns in both the main and gallery level of the Rotunda through
63
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his description of the Church of the Finding Cross,65 in which he states, “There are 65 columns
along the length, above and below.”66 Considering Dowsett’s translation is exactly the same, it
can be deduced that the differences in the description of the Holy Sepulchre are based simply in
word choice, rather than fundamental differences in the translation. Word choice again plays a
role in the distance between the Holy Church of Sion, a nearby monument, and the Anastasis
Rotunda; while Brooks describes the distance as “one stade,” Dowsett refers to it as “one
furlong.” Interestingly enough, these two units of measure mean exactly the same thing, while
the furlong is an English measurement and the stade is a Roman standard of measurement. Both
translators struggled with nature of the upper levels of the Church of Sion. Brooks notes that the
word he translates as “attic” was tharb, a word “of unknown meaning.”67 Dowsett notes in many
of the manuscripts he utilized68 contain the line “vernatun mi lini” and one69 contains “vernatun
mi šini,” which translate as “an upper story is being built,”70 while yet another copy contains
“vernatun miĵin,” or “middle story.”71 This last translated phrase is incredibly important, and
raises interesting questions regarding the early medieval Armenian architectural context, as we
will explore later.
To summarize, translators interpret the original Classical Armenian in different manners,
and the number of sources from which they draw their translation influences how the English
version of the text is written. Because of the many sources, it is possible to actually synthesize
the translations and attempt to create a single English version of the text, but cannot be attempted
65
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in this thesis. The translations by Brooks, Dowsett, and Thomson can be compared because it is
entirely possible that all three drew from completely different sources. Noting the differences in
the Classical Armenian to English translations can reveal where miscopying or other changes
occurred. Certainly there is no doubt in the importance of Hovsēp‘’s text, but the lack of
scholarship surrounding the text leaves a great deal of room for present questions and scholarly
discourse.
Hovsēp‘’s short text can open many channels for questions, some that will be addressed
in this thesis and others that will not. Once in Jerusalem, was there a particular path he had to
follow as a pilgrim, or because of the arrival of Islam was he able to explore on his own? Did his
journey include any sort of maps or prior knowledge of the area, or did he make the journey
relatively blindly? Where and how was his description preserved until it was absorbed by
Kałankatuac‘i in the History of the Caucasian Albanians? While those questions deserve their
own individual studies, enough scholarship exists to pose the following additional questions.
How did Hovsēp‘’s idea of the holy and holy space influence his description of the Holy
Sepulchre? Did Hovsēp‘’s obsession with measuring and attention to particular details of the
structure have any resonance in Armenian architectural traditions? Hovsēp‘ may not have been
the only pilgrim in Jerusalem during the middle of the seventh century, but it appears he wrote
the only surviving description of the particular period. This raises questions regarding the
relationship of Hovsēp‘ to his seventh-century contemporary Arculf, and allows for
contemplation of a larger Armenian idea of sacred space and to think more “globally” about the
ideas of experience in Jerusalem. The resources and scholarship that has been produced
previously regarding Hovsēp‘ and his text establishes evidence for how influential Hovsēp‘’s
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text has been in Armenian architecture and can be in creating a new sense of a “global” medieval
world.

The History of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
This chapter will turn from the textual description of Hovsēp‘ to examine what we know about
the history of the Holy Sepulchre, considering the various phases of construction through both
textual and archaeological sources, and offer a complete chronology of the structure. While
Hovsēp‘’s text paints a strikingly detailed picture of the structure, the location of its relics, and
its surroundings, remains of the Holy Sepulchre have been studied quite extensively and provide
“empirical evidence” regarding its architectural history. Comparing Hovsēp‘’s text to what is
known about the archaeology of the structure allows us not only to build a more complete picture
of the Holy Sepulchre, but also to study more specifically the nature of Hovsēp‘’s own
“construction” of the site. In order to accomplish this, the chapter will be broken up into a
comprehensive history of the Holy Sepulchre and a study of how the archaeological record and
Hovsēp‘’s texts relate.
While this chapter takes a close look at the archaeology, it is not an attempt to contrast
the “hard facts” of the material evidence with the literary artifice of Hovsēp‘. More than enough
academic literature has been produced to reveal that architectural descriptions and archaeological
records themselves are “culturally conditioned” artifacts, meaning that what is included in a
description is often unique to cultural bias.72 The goal of this chapter is instead to understand and
explore what these two practices, archaeological excavations and pilgrim description, can reveal
about each other as recursive practices, mutually informing one another.
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As the reader well knows by now, Jerusalem was the center of the medieval Christian
world, with the Church of the Holy Sepulchre as its nucleus. The lore surrounding the city was
reflected in and produced by legends and biblical stories, performed in liturgical enactments, and
fueled by the small but ever-growing practice of pilgrimage in the Early Middle Ages.73
Pilgrimage memoirs reveal specific itinerary routes and remnants of produced souvenirs and
guides.74 In dispersing the tomb as the iconic image of the Holy Sepulchre, and promulgating the
legend of the structure and the force surrounding Christ’s death and resurrection, the cult of the
Holy Sepulchre spread.
Before beginning, it is important to note the specific problems that vex writing a history
of the Holy Sepulchre. Despite a vast amount of scholarship regarding the history of the church,
the seventh century was a period of mystery for the West regarding Jerusalem, largely due to the
inaccessibility of the Arab-held city. In addition, the archaeological record today is in a strange
limbo, as three different groups, the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Orthodox Church, and
the Armenian Church, “own” the Holy Sepulchre, and therefore, any sort of research endeavor
must be approved by all three groups.75

I. The Building Phases of the Holy Sepulchre
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, like the city in which it is located, has seen many centuries of
war and subsequent destruction. The church is an extensive complex, especially considering the
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compact piece of land it occupies, about 7,600 square meters. The current structure features a
dome housing the Rotunda, which rises above the rest of the complex to define the space over
the tomb (figure iv). Perhaps due to the extensive rebuilding and renovations of the church, it is
difficult to discern where an older structure ends and newer begins from simply viewing the
exterior, and the interior of the structure is an accumulation of centuries of rebuilding. This
disorganization is quite understandable when considering the complex’s seventeen-century-long
history, and as Ousterhout suggests, the structure had “through its tumultuous history the
building itself had become a venerated relic.”76
Many modern archaeological findings were actually by-products of renovations and
restorations, and not an independent study.77 This complicates the archaeological record, and has
adverse effects, leaving questions that cannot be fully answered, or at least answered without
controversy and exceptions.78 Thus, the archaeological record becomes incredibly important in
clarifying what sections of the building existed during which period, what the site looked like at
specific times, and how a viewer could have moved through the space. The archaeological
record, however, provides little information about the period between the seventh and tenth
centuries during which the church was destroyed and rebuilt several times over.
The chronology of the site of the Holy Sepulchre establishes the “phases” through which
building and rebuilding occurred. Prior to Christianity, the site had housed a pagan temple,
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which was left standing until at the latest the fourth century.79 Since the pagan temple that stood
on the site prior to the church was completely destroyed or incorporated into the church itself,
knowledge of its history depends on textual evidence, similar to the seventh-century phase, even
though the original topography of the Crucifixion site was found through excavations. 80 The
Gospels place Golgotha, also referred to as Calvary, outside the second wall of Jerusalem and it
is possible that the site is situated the scriptural hill of Gareb,81 on a ninth-century royal stone
quarry.82 Three centuries passed from the Crucifixion to the construction of the Holy Sepulchre.
The fourth-century chronographer Eusebius mentions that the Emperor Hadrian had ordered a
temple dedicated to Aphrodite built on the site of Jesus’ tomb, so when Constantine the Great
had the Christian church built the site was already prepared.83 In addition, because of the nature
of Roman temple foundations, the structure had been built on a raised platform, and upon its
removal, the tomb was revealed.84
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre was founded in the fourth century when Constantine
the Great,85 born in 272 C.E. and died in 337 C.E., initiated construction in 326.86 The first
church created space in a hierarchical and concentric manner, with the holiest of sites at the very
center of the structure. Historical texts reveal that Constantine, his mother Helena, and the
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Patriarch of Jerusalem, Macarius, built a basilica on the site of the tomb “with great pomp and
ceremony.”87 The structure was dedicated after three decades of construction in September of
355.88 The tomb was cleared of earth and the Anastasis Rotunda,89 or simply the Rotunda, was
constructed to surround the Sepulchre. The Rotunda became the literal and figurative center of
the complex, faced by an inner courtyard, with a basilica church on the opposite side of the
courtyard. Eusebius described the structure as having magnificent columns, but the twentiethcentury architect Charles Coüasnon argues that there were two stages of construction based on
the writings of the pilgrim Egeria and her description in 295. Additionally, Eusebius would not
have seen the Anastasis as a completed and enclosed building, due to the time that was required
to finish the construction of the initial building.90
However, the Franciscan friar and archaeologist Father Virgilio Corbo disagrees wholly
with Coüasnon’s belief, and argues there was a single stage of construction. The scholars further
disagree regarding the possibility of a colonnade projecting into the courtyard from the façade of
the Anastasis, as well as the upper levels of the fourth-century Rotunda.91 The disagreements
between Coüasnon and Corbo come as a result of both textual, historical evidence and
archaeological record; the work the two men accomplished during their own visits to the Holy
Sepulchre allowed them to develop their own theories about the specifics of the site and the
reality of the fourth-century construction.
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The fourth-century iteration of the Holy Sepulchre cannot be totally verified due to
archaeological limitations, but Robert Ousterhout’s fourth-century plan has been reproduced and
circulated a great deal, as scholars recognize its accuracy and detail. The plan, showing a
reconstructed fourth-century complex, was redrawn after Corbo’s work, and modified by
Ousterhout himself (figure i). The archaeological remains of the complex are “scanty,
comprising only some fragments of walls and columns,” and the literary records are based on
Eusebius’s original descriptions.92 Eusebius did not, however, discuss Golgotha, despite knowing
that it existed.93 The north wall and the Rotunda are “original” to the Constantinian construction,
and nearly all of the rest of the building has disappeared. It can be concluded, however, that the
complex included an atrium, a five-aisled basilica, oriented to the west, a courtyard housing the
Rock of Calvary, and the dominating Anastasis Rotunda, as well as several other smaller
chambers.94 Thus, the largest surviving elements of Constantine’s Holy Sepulchre include the
plan of the Rotunda and the “monticulus” of Calvary.95
These elements are not visible today, however. The plan of the Rotunda can be seen in
stone fragments within the original plateau, though “no architectural detail or fragment survives
of the fourth-century Anastasis.”96 In a way, the “foundation” of the Anastasis still remains,
since despite the reconstruction and liturgical chanes to Christianity, the Anastasis still stands on
the original site and platform as chosen by Constantine. The changes create an interesting
situation, in that the archaeology is limited and textual accounts vary in their descriptions, thus
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forcing a combined textual and archaeological approach to the history. Since Hovsēp‘’s
description is an early and unique version in the seventh century, and the archaeological record
again is fairly simple, a similar synthesized text- and archaeology-based approach can be
utilized.

II. The Seventh-Century Holy Sepulchre
Constantine’s construction of the Holy Sepulchre stood for three hundred years. The church
remained relatively untouched until 614, when Persian forces besieged Jerusalem. Despite
reconstruction in 624, the complex endured damage and repair until the tenth century.97 While no
impressive historical changes occurred during those three centuries, the seventh century has been
recorded as a period of destruction, looting, and subsequent reconstruction for the Holy
Sepulchre. In many ways, the amount of looting and destruction has been blown out of
proportion; scholars such as Anton Baumstark and Dan Bahat note that the damage of the period
has been greatly over-exaggerated. Many historians of past centuries may have used the cultural
differences between the Persians and the Christian West to justify their exaggerations, and while
these “facts” still linger today, the historical record is currently under close scrutiny. In fact, the
Muslim conquest of the city in 638 should not be seen as detrimental; due to the extensive
construction on the Temple Mount, most Christian architecture was left as Christian space, rather
than transformed into mosques, such as the churches in Damascus.98 The extent, reasons for, and
culprit of the supposed destruction does not form the basis of this thesis; thus, the cultural and
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historical issues that have raised so much contention in the past will not be dealt with in great
detail here.
Despite the upheaval that the church saw, many scholars skim over the seventh century as
if it did not exist. Others make note and dismiss the events as a mere hiccup in the history of
Jerusalem. In the year 614, a Persian force made its way into Jerusalem, leaving a path of
“destruction and bloodshed,”99 though again, the severity may have been greatly amplified by
later scholars. The conquest was part of the greater Byzantine-Sassanid Wars, a centuries-long
series of raids and battles over strategic territory in the Near East. Khosrau II took advantage of a
disruption in Byzantine succession, as Heraclius I had only just risen to power four years prior to
the siege.100 Khosrau II initially defeated Heraclius I, though eventually, the Byzantines were
able to defend themselves and push the Persians out of former Byzantine territory.101 During the
Persian’s initial conquest of Jerusalem, many churches and monasteries in and around the city
were destroyed, though the Holy Sepulchre was not razed to the ground.102 The complex was
probably greatly impacted, however, and some sources state that the basilica was completely
destroyed by fire, and the tomb was greatly damaged.103 The Persians reportedly took the
remains of the True Cross as well as captives including the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Zacharias, to
the Persian capital of Ctesiphon, less than twenty miles from what is today Baghdad.104 The
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twentieth-century record of these events must be carefully scrutinized, however, as these stories
may be over-told and inaccurate.
The first seventh-century non-Christian “occupation” of Jerusalem lasted about a decade.
After Heraclius I’s victory against the Sassanid’s in 628, the True Cross was returned to the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. A major rebuilding was undertaken during the Persian regime by
the abbot of St. Theodosius’ Monastery, Modestus.105 The Abbot Modestus, who died in the
630s, has been immortalized as a major figure in the history of the church for having “restored
the whole to their pristine magnificence, without means or money, at a time when the city was
still at the mercy of the Persians, and its wretched inhabitants subsisting on the alms of the
Egyptian Patriarch.”106 In the year 638, Jerusalem was “lost” again, to yet another threat from the
East. This time, however, the siege appears to be bloodless, and the city was turned over to the
Muslim Rashidun army.107 After 638, Muslim forces held the city of Jerusalem until it was
threatened by the First Crusade.
For a period of history that saw so much change in leadership, influence, and violence,
scholars often ignore the history of seventh-century Jerusalem. Several reasons may contribute to
this strangely ignored period. Perhaps due to historical attention paid elsewhere, or the
appearance soon after of a written description through the pilgrim Arculf, or for simple
disinterest in non-Constantinian architecture, the period is generally ignored. Also possible is
general indifference in the period, considering George Jeffery describes the seventh century as
the “Dark Ages” of Jerusalem. And, this “Dark Ages” attitude may permeate the study of the
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century. The lack of interest may also be due to the lack of information on the period, which this
thesis hopes to change.
While current discourse works to disprove the misconception of the Middle Ages as
“dark,” and all the incorrect associations with the word, the centuries of scholarship prior have
certainly left a legacy of believing that periods of time as early as the seventh century as
“primitive.”108 In addition, it must be noted that the great destruction brought upon the city was
not unprovoked; while the Persians “sacked” and “looted” the city upon their arrival, arguably
the great damage dealt to the churches was the result of an insurrection that ultimately killed the
Persian governor.109 Perhaps it is this provocation that is the reason for the lack of interest in the
seventh century. Seeing as many English-speaking scholars, particularly from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, were and are Christian, and it is difficult to implicate one’s own religion in
the destruction in a great relic.

III. Post-Seventh Century
After the reconstruction by Modestus, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre was fairly stable until
the beginning of the eleventh century. Under Muslim rule, any rites that used to occur in the
outer atrium had to instead be performed in the inner courtyard, better understood as the
Constantine’s Basilica.110 Thus, when the Fatimid Caliph al-Ḥakim bn-Amr Allah programmed
the demolition of the Basilica of Constantine in 1009, the Holy Sepulchre and the Christian
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services were greatly affected. 111 In addition to the destruction of the Basilica of Constantine,
liturgical vessels, furniture, and utensils were destroyed, treasures confiscated, and the Rock of
Golgotha and the Sepulchre were damaged.112 It was because of this damage that an edicule was
built to cover the tomb, rather than the preexisting monolith.113 The Basilica was never rebuilt.114
Reconstruction of the complex of the Holy Sepulchre began in 1030, through the cooperation of
the Byzantines in Constantinople and the Muslim rulers of Cairo, and was completed by
Emperor Constantine IX Monomachus in 1048.115
Nearly all that was left of the original and second phase were destroyed by Calif alHakim, but following the First Crusade in 1099, Christians built a new complex, finished in
1149.116 The twelfth-century version of the complex was very different from previous
constructions of the Holy Sepulchre. In addition to the definitive loss of the Basilica, the gallery
was expanded, new entrances opened and old entrances sealed, and the vaulting in the
ambulatory was updated to stone rather than wood.117 The greatest change occurred in the
Anastasis Rotunda, where in addition to the construction of the Edicule, three chapels were
constructed along the exterior of the Rotunda. The chapels were built along the western façade of
the southern atrium, and were the Chapel of John the Evangelist, a baptistery, and the Chapel of
St. James the Less, listed from north to south.118
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Through one of the most famous military endeavors of the Middle Ages, Christian forces
conquered Jerusalem during the First Crusade in July of 1099. Since Jerusalem was once again
under Christian rule, and the zeal of Christians was greater than ever, “it befitted them to erect a
larger and more magnificent house of worship.”119 As such, great Romanesque structures
replaced the older, and often damaged, features, such as the apse of the Rotunda. The new
construction brought the Sepulchre, Rock of Golgotha, the choir, and many chapels under a
single roof.120 While the structure is similar to what stands today, many other issues have
befallen the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. A great fire in 1808 seriously damaged the gallery of
the Rotunda and destroyed the dome, and an earthquake in 1927 damaged the building as a
whole.121
While the symbolic aspects of the Holy Sepulchre have remained relatively unchanged,
the details and structure of the building have changed significantly. Several scholars have
recreated the phases that are well understood in plan based on archaeological and written
evidence. While the first phase of construction is the most famous, it remains archaeologically
the least known of the three main phases of construction.122 The features of the first complex
were fairly straightforward (figure i). With the tomb of Christ as the focal point, the Anastasis
Rotunda first encircled the tomb with an ambulatory, with an exterior shell wall housing three
side chapels radiating from the center. A courtyard opened to the Hill of Calvary, which then led
to the five-aisled basilica. The main entrance led into the courtyard, as it does today. The
complex in the eleventh century was far more complicated, as four chapels were added between
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the courtyard and the basilica, and a baptistery was built extending out from the Rotunda to
frame the south entrance (figure v). The present complex complicates the interior even more
(figure vi). A rounded apse and ambulatory, as well as radiating chapels, extend from the
Rotunda into the old courtyard to form the “Crusader Choir.” H. T. F. Duckworth offers a
diagram layering the fourth century structure below drawings of the additions and renovations by
Modestus (figure vii). This presents an interesting comparison to drawings of medieval pilgrims.
In Duckworth’s diagram, it is possible to see where new piers and walls were placed. Diagrams
of the Holy Sepulchre have been very useful by scholars over centuries of scholarship, including
the example as drawn by the pilgrim Arculf.
The seventh century remains a relatively hidden time span, as the rule of the Sassanids,
the reconstruction by Modestus, and the eventual destruction by the Caliph al-Hakim created an
unsteady history, during which important changes were made to the Holy Sepulchre. Because of
the mystery surrounding the seventh-century reconstruction, and the utter destruction that
occurred in the eleventh century, any details regarding the structure by Modestus that come to
light are crucial to understanding the shift after the eleventh century. Thus, Hovsēp‘’s textual
details shed light on more obscure details of the archaeology.

IV. Hovsēp‘’s Perception in the Seventh-Century Moment of the Holy Sepulchre
The generally known features of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in the seventh century
can be compared to the details within the text of Hovsēp‘. The differences between the Modestus
plan, as presented by Duckworth, and the generally circulated seventh-century plan, as drawn by
Abbot Adamnan and Arculf, are very interesting, and highlight differences between pilgrims’
interests and what can be seen in the archaeology. While this will be explored in depth in the
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fourth chapter, textual evidence has provided vital supplement to the limited archaeological
record.
Hovsēp‘’s description makes note of very specific architectural space. The focus of his
description is the Sepulchre, the Tomb, but since that is an area of great contention, the
discussion will return to the Tomb later. Since his description is so critical, the reader’s patience
is requested as Hovsēp‘’s description is provided again.
The measured distance of the hollowed rock sepulchre of the vivifying Christ is
one and a half girk from the middle of the dome of the vivifying tomb of our holy
Saviour. Over the church is a dome on pillars, which is built to a height of 100
cubits and a width of 100. To both sides are twelve columns below and above the
upper story. In that upper story are the lance and sponge and dish of Christ
overlaid with gold.123
Hovsēp‘ describes the Rotunda as “100 cubits tall and 100 wide,” suggesting a space equidistant
from a center point. As will be discussed in the last chapter, the seventh-century pilgrim Arculf
also describes the Rotunda, as well as many other features of the church. While the Rotunda is
recognized as in fact round in plan, as Richard Krautheimer highlights in “An Introduction to an
‘Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture,’” medieval viewers did not necessarily understand
“round” as circular.124 In fact, Krautheimer argues, “it could almost be said to mediaeval eyes
that anything which more than four sides was approximately a circle.”125 The Rotunda during
Hovsēp‘’s visit was in fact circular but his note of twelve columns is very interesting. The
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Rotunda could have been a dodecagon and still been referred to as “round.” It appears that
Hovsēp‘’s experience of the space was fairly accurate, and he was precise in his description.
The Basilica, which Hovsēp‘ refers to as the Invention of the Cross,126 is described as
twenty cubits127 from the Rotunda. This would imply that the Basilica existed in some manner
during his visit. This does not mean, however, that the Basilica existed in working order, since
some evidence suggests the structure would have been simply charred remains after being
burned to the ground during the invasion. Hovsēp‘ does not make note of the condition of the
Basilica, but does record the number of columns along the arcade within the Invention of the
Cross. Since he counts sixty-five in total, it is unlikely to be an approximation, and instead an
exact number. The plans used by scholars in examining the fourth-century Holy Sepulchre depict
four arcades, each with seventeen columns. While this would total sixty-eight columns in total, it
is possible that perhaps three of them had been so damaged that their remnants were not visible
to the pilgrim. Or it is even possible that the creator of the plan made an assumption that there
were equal columns in each arcade, when the archaeological record was not explicitly clear.
Hovsēp‘’s inclusion of the phrase “above and below” would indicate the possibility of a
clerestory or second level within the Rotunda, though that is also not clear. This is incredibly
important to the seventh-century structure. A clerestory has not been noted in almost any other
instance, except in later iterations of the structure; Hovsēp‘’s description makes note not only of
its existence, but also its important role as a temporary home for three very important relics.
Since the archaeological record has left so much to question, and a clerestory is not immediately
apparent in the record, and does not appear to exist in any other contemporary textual
description, Hovsēp‘’s observation provides considerable evidence regarding the existence of the
126
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clerestory. As a feature of the centerpiece of Christendom that has not been considered for so
long, Hovsēp‘’s description certainly suggests, and supports, the existence of a clerestory
significant enough to note in his otherwise concise description.
Hovsēp‘ does not provide clear directional descriptions as to where the sepulchre could
be found, but the information he provides is incredibly important. Using the center of the dome
as indication, he makes note that the tomb is one and a half fathoms off-center. Since the space
Hovsēp‘ described was forty-five meters across,128 and the tomb was off-centered by two and
three-quarters meters,129 the amount was absolutely noticeable. However, he did not find it
important enough to indicate the direction in which the tomb was off-centered. Since Hovsēp‘
was very particular about numbers, it would logically follow that he was very exact with his
measurements when he noticed the location of the tomb. Interestingly, the scholars studying the
archaeology do not elaborate on the positioning of the tomb. While the plans utilized by
Ousterhout vary in their positioning of the tomb, the fourth-century plan features the tomb
centered in the very middle of the Rotunda, and the eleventh-century version shows it markedly
off-center, shifted toward the rear of the Anastasis Rotunda. It is unlikely for the tomb to have
been filled in and then rebuilt over the course of the structure’s history.
Hovsēp‘’s interest in the distance of the tomb from the center reveals his experience in
the construction of the sacred space. While the exact location was not made clear, his note that
the tomb was not centered is very important. Since the archaeology does not explicitly discuss
this location, and the oft-used plans by highly respected architectural historians clearly show
varying locations of the sepulchre, perhaps this is not an issue in the archeological and
architectural history. Perhaps instead, during the seventh-century reconstruction of the Rotunda,
128
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the tomb was slightly shifted. Since the Anastasis probably was the first feature within the
complex to be rebuilt by Modestus, the time span could have allowed for such a great
undertaking during the relatively short reconstruction period. The location of the tomb proved to
be important in an architectural copy in Italy. Santo Stephano, in Bologna, houses a replica of the
tomb below a dome, just as in the original Holy Sepulchre. The copied tomb is also off-center,
suggesting that Hovsēp‘ was not the only pilgrim to make note of its location. The Church of
Santo Stephano offers a “clear connection to the holy city of Jerusalem and the great celestial
vision.”130
A major indicator of the construction occurring during Hovsēp‘’s visit is the location of
several relics. In his description, Hovsēp‘ writes that somewhere “in the upper story are the
spear, the sponge, and cup of Christ, plated in gold.”131 While this certainly cannot be classified
as a thesis regarding the relics, Hovsēp‘’s details and notes on the matter are too crucial to pass
over quickly. The location of these relics as described in Hovsēp‘’s account suggests shifts in
their locations over time, evidence not seen in examples other than Hovsēp‘’s description. Arculf
describes the sponge and the chalice to be in an exedra between the martyrium, or the Rotunda,
and the Church of Golgotha.132 The spear was broken in order to form a cross, which was
displayed in the Basilica.133 Since Arculf describes the relics to be in different parts of the church
during his visit, it is safe to assume that they were moved to a new home during construction.
Both descriptions of the three relics are incredibly important, as they seem to be the last
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mentions of the cup, spear, and sponge in the Holy Sepulchre.134 At some point after Hovsēp‘’s
and Arculf’s visits, the three relics disappeared. While sponge, spear, and cup relics exist in the
Christian world, it is not possible to know if those that are venerated today are the same as what
was seen in the seventh century, or what happened to the relics of Hovsēp‘ and Arculf.
The sheer statement that there was some sort of upper story is important to note. It is not
clear what kind of upper level existed, as it could be an entire gallery level or some sort of ledge
along a clerestory. It is generally believed that there was an entire gallery level in the fourth
century, though that iteration had a timber roof. Thus, the question can be raised whether the
structure that Hovsēp‘ saw even had a roof, as the structure was probably damaged by fire.
Ousterhout notes that the Rotunda was definitely left without a roof for several years during the
reconstruction period.135 Regardless, somehow, the spear, sponge, and cup all were housed in the
upper level during Hovsēp‘’s visit. These are incredibly valuable Christian relics, and the fact
that they were hidden away and stashed in a relatively isolated section of the complex, and a
section of the complex that was not their normal home, shows that there was some sense of
hierarchy in the rebuilding process.
While Hovsēp‘’s description of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre matches fairly closely
with the archaeological record, the slight differences and very telling details he includes
highlight some very interesting features of the reconstruction period. The location of the relics,
the careful explanation of the offset nature of the tomb, and the precision regarding numbers of
columns clarify and elaborate on the archaeology of the site. The text certainly supplements the
sparse archaeological record. An individual’s experience of a building is not an exact science,
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and instead must be remembered as a cumulative experience. But, despite the subjective nature
of the description, the accuracy of the elements that match the archaeological record supports the
accuracy of other elements, such as the existence of the clerestory. The text is greatly helpful in
understanding the archaeology, particularly from a more “human” perspective rather than only
from a viewpoint thirteen centuries later. Hovsēp‘’s description, in addition to providing
invaluable information to supplement the archaeological record, reveals yet another layer of the
Holy Sepulchre: the nature of holy space and visitors’ reaction to the lore of the complex. His
experience, and the experience of holy space in his homeland, will be addressed in the next
chapter, as Hovsēp‘’s encounters with sacred architecture in Armenia directly influences his
understanding of the sacred in the Holy Land.

Sacred Space and the Armenian Concept of the Holy
From where did Hovsēp‘ derive his concept of sacred space? By the time of Hovsēp‘’s journey,
Greater Armenia was home to many impressive ecclesiastical monuments. This chapter will
explore Hovsēp‘’s homeland and his experience of holy space within an Armenian context. By
investigating a range of monuments, both generalities and specifics of early medieval Armenian
architecture will be defined. The churches of Ereruk, H’ripsme, Mren, and Zvart‘nots‘ are very
typical of the “Armenian style,” and many are structures that Hovsēp‘ would have likely seen on
his journey to Jerusalem; those he did not see in person, he would have definitely been aware of
in order to define holiness through architecture. After investigating examples of the Armenian
church style prior to and during Hovsēp‘’s lifetime, this chapter will turn to Robert Thomson’s
article dealing with architectural symbolism in Armenian architecture. By providing this
architectural and literary context for what Hovsēp‘ would have experienced as sacred in his own
homeland, we may have a better sense of his perspective as he experienced and described the
Holy Sepulchre.
What is of greatest importance here is how Hovsēp‘’s vision of the Holy Sepulchre is
informed by his own understanding of sacred space. His text informs readers that he came from
the Geghama Mountains, slightly northeast of the holy city of Echmiatsin (figure viii). Even if
the city had been out of the way, one can assume that Hovsēp‘ would have included a pilgrimage
to Echmiatsin on his journey to Jerusalem.
Hovsēp‘’s Armenian interpretation of the Holy Sepulchre results in a different attention
to detail than similar accounts by pilgrims from the West. While his background alone sets his
description apart, differences in liturgical practices, church hierarchy, and theology between
general seventh-century Christian beliefs and Armenian Christian beliefs create an interesting
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dynamic in his text. Because of the fundamental differences between the Western and the
Armenian Churches, the Armenian understanding of what is holy should be addressed in detail.

I. Medieval Armenian Architecture
This section will attempt to identify the main features of the collection of medieval Armenian
architecture and what forms the identity of Armenian holy space. The study of Armenian
architecture by Western scholars has really only existed since the middle of the nineteenth
century, leaving only the past hundred fifty years or so of Western literature136 on the subject.137
What is known of medieval Armenian sacred architecture has been found only through
the still-standing examples and ruins of stone architecture. Due to the great number of
earthquakes in the region, ruins of structures are quite common. While there is little timber to be
found in Greater Armenia, any examples that may have stood that were constructed from nonstone sources do not exist in any way today.138 In general terms, Armenian medieval churches
were not particularly large structures. But, due to manner in which they were constructed, with
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rubble masonry and facing stones and a strong emphasis on verticality, the churches created a
sense of monumentality and permanence. There is evidence for hundreds of individual stone
churches standing in the region at the time of Hovsēp‘’s Armenia.
The early medieval Armenian style can be best understood by referring to the monuments
themselves. In her book Armenia and the Byzantine Empire: A Brief Study of Armenian Art and
Civilization, Sirarpie Der Nersessian addresses the easily recognizable aspects of Armenian
churches, and explains that characteristic features of the medieval structures include a dome
resting on a cylindrical or polygonal drum, covered by a pyramidal or conical roof; straight,
gabled rooflines; and dominating exterior that masks the interior of the structure, so that “a
square or rectangular exterior may easily mask a circular, quatrefoil or more complex plan.”139
Early Christian Armenian architecture featured basilicas covered with a barrel vault, some with
no inner divisions and others with an aisled nave.140 Strzygowski divided the domed churches
into two groups: those with a centralized plan and domed basilicas. Within these two categories,
one can fit nearly every example of medieval Armenian Christian architecture.
The oldest of the four case studies, the basilica of Ereruk was the largest fifth-century
structures in Armenia and one of the largest Armenian basilicas.141 Constructed from rubblestyle masonry, the facing stones rise starkly from the landscape. The ruins of the church stand on
a stylobate, several steps above ground level. The plan forms a three-aisled basilica with a large
central nave and two slim side aisles (figure ix). A rounded apse projects into the thick wall on
the eastern end of the church. In each corner, separate chambers project from the rectangular
form of the main aisles; these chambers share only a small portion of one wall with the main
139
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basilica form. While the western chambers are nearly square, the eastern rooms are thin
rectangles, whose thick walls are cut into by exterior side apses. While the ruins hinder any exact
knowledge of the vaulting, it appears that the nave may have supported a taller roof than the
interior or exterior side aisles. There is no evidence that the walls could have supported a dome.
This church is certainly unique among Armenian monuments, particularly due to its exterior
rooms. It is possible that these were later additions to the church, though not definite. While it is
very likely that Ereruk was built with significant Syrian influence, the materials and probably
stone vaulting of the roof suggest a particularly “Armenian” addition to the style.
The church of St. Hrip‘sime was completed in 618, and survives relatively intact. Located
in Echmiatsin, the church’s pointed dome rises above the sharply geometric exterior. The
compact church is comprised of a highly intricate tetraconch plan (figure x). This has been seen
as the most stereotypically “Armenian” early medieval church; Krautheimer has identified the
Church of St. Hrip‘sime to be particularly “Armenian” due to its highly complex octagonal
plan.142 Two large apses face each other on both the west and east walls, with two smaller apses
to the north and south. Four niches fill the spaces between the apses, with each leading to a
square chamber removed from the center of the church. While the interior does not form the
exterior shape and footprint, some of the interior features are communicated through geometric
additions and exclusions from the exterior (figure xi). While not an architectural feature, the
legend of St. Hrip‘sime acts as a major feature of the church. After her martyrdom and the
eventual conversion of the whole of Armenia to Christianity, the church was built over the
martyrium of St. Hrip‘sime; her tomb lies in the northeast corner room of the church.
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Mren, a cathedral built under the Emperor Heraclius,143 is very imposing, rising from the
flat tableland.144 The structure in plan seems to be a hybrid of both the basilica form and the
centrally-planned tetraconch. While the cathedral is domed, the piers create two equally sized
aisles and a central nave, leading toward the apse in the eastern end. Two separate chambers
stand on either side of the apse, but are not repeated like those seen at Hrip‘sime. The facing
stones of the cathedral are a vivid red polychrome (figure xii). Christina Maranci notes that the
church stresses “centrality rather than axiality,” which draws one’s eye up to the dome, rather
than focusing on the geometric exterior.145 In her description of Mren, she eloquently argues that
the style of architecture creates the effect of “unities,” rather than the “units” visible in Syrian
architecture; and, the church, along with contemporary Armenian structures, “fuses” rectangles,
cubes, cylinders, and cones into a “crisp verticality and taut, compact planarity.”146 As Helen
Evans notes in The Glory of Byzantium, and Maranci agrees with, these churches are “like
crystals pushing up from the earth.”147 In addition to Mren’s “typical” architectural style,
Maranci discusses the extensive sculptural decoration of the exterior. The iconographic program
of the sculptures includes biblical and political figures, associating the church to the rulers,
however temporary they may be, and religion. Mren stands in a highly militarized zone in
Turkey, severely limiting the study of the remains of the church. However, its importance as a
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monument is not contested, and arguably stands as a “lost” relic of the Armenian architectural
“Golden Age.”148
Two miles away from the city of Echmiatsin lies the site of the ruins of Zvart’nots’. The
church, which Maranci notes is the largest aisled tetraconch from the Caucasus region, was
associated with Gregory the Illuminator, who is credited with converting the Armenian king
Trdat to Christianity.149 Even though the exact architecture of the church is unknown, most
features of the ground floor are fairly determinable (figure xiii). As part of a greater palace
complex, the round church was built on a stylobate. The exterior wall is believed to have
featured windows all around the ground floor. Within the structure stands a quatrefoil
arrangement of columns, piers, and walls. Three “leaves” of the tetraconch shape were formed
by columns while a solid wall on the eastern leaf defined the innermost space. The dome of
Zvart‘nots‘ rose from four eagle-topped piers, which stood at the “corners” of the quatrefoil.
Since the actual elevation of Zvart‘nots‘ is unknown, several options have been explored
regarding the church’s exterior. The most popular is T'oramanyan’s elevation, which illustrates a
three-tiered structure, with each level diminishing in size (figure xiv).
The church of Zvart‘nots‘ largely follows most of medieval Armenian architectural
convention. A domed and centrally planned space created by stone vaulting and decorated by a
large amount of exterior sculptural relief, the church would seem to fit into the construction of
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holy space as previously explained.150 However, in most churches of the Armenian archetype,
the dome rests on the exterior walls, while at Zvart’nots’, scholars have determined that the
dome of the church was not supported by the exterior walls. Instead, the dome was likely
supported by the columnar exedrae that made up the quatrefoil shell on the interior. Columns
were not a typical Armenian feature in church construction, thus suggesting an outside influence
in the style. Maranci notes that the style of the columns excavated is “strikingly close” to the
Byzantine style and employ “classic spiral volutes.”151 Maranci and W. Eugene Kleinbauer both
posit that the style of the church reveal a political stance by Nerses III “the Builder,” who
reigned as katholikos from 641 until 661.152 Maranci argues that Zvart‘nots‘ “can be construed as
a powerful and marked statement on Nerses’ part,” as the “architectural design…is distinctive
within their local context. The use of Greek in the inscription and, more particularly, on the
monogrammed Ionic capitals carried a specific charge.”153 The inscriptions reveal strong
Byzantine loyalties through their use of Greek rather than Arabic. Influences beyond the
“typical” Armenian style are very apparent at Zvart’nots’, and offer insight into the political
situation of the construction era.
A strange feature among the ruins was initially posited to be a baptismal font, lying
within what can be presumed to be the domed space.154 Armen Kazaryan believes it was an
enclosed space within the quatrefoil, and rather than a font, the stairs attached to the feature led
150
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down to a crypt.155 The cavity in the center of the church would have been covered, according to
Kazaryan, with a feature found not too far away in the ruins of Zvart’nots’. Other scholars often
consider the object, a cylinder 1.72 meters in diameter, 156 an ambo, but Kazaryan argues that the
object instead stood over the cavity in the floor.157 Interestingly, the object is the same size as the
cavity, and the width of the opening is the same width as the stairs leading into the pit.158
Kazaryan argues that the ambo covered the cavity, which held the remains of Saint Gregory.159
But, the true use of the cavity is unknown, and Kleinbauer notes “not a scrap of evidence
intimates that the saint was buried at Zvart’nots’, or even in the region of Vagharshapat…the
vicinity of Echmiatsin.”160 While evidence does not seem to exist to support the idea of
Zvart‘nots‘ as a martyrium, John VI katholikos wrote in his tenth-century History of Armenia
that Nerses III buried the bones of Gregory beneath each of the four piers of Zvart’nots’. By the
tenth century, Kleinbauer notes, the church had become a martyrium of Gregory, regardless of
the original intent for the building. In a manner similar to the site of the Holy Sepulchre, history
has been rewritten in a manner to establish the holiness of the site.
Unlike Zvart’nots’, the earliest churches usually featured a single-aisled nave; as threeaisled basilicas became part of the architectural style, they joined single-aisled basilicas, rather
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than displace them.161 These basilicas were rarely vaulted without a dome; such a style was an
“alien type” in Armenia, and once Greek and Syrian influences lessened, vaulted basilicas
without domes essentially disappeared from Armenian architecture.162 The dome can be seen as
an essentially “Armenian” feature, even if the technology did not originate in the region.163 The
seventh century saw an incredible amount of architectural development, even while Armenia was
experiencing a great period of uncertainty.164 While Christian architecture thrived during
different medieval periods of Armenian history, the period from the tenth to eleventh centuries
has been known as the “Golden Age” of Armenian ecclesiastical building because of the great
deal of structures and variety of structures constructed during that time. The tenth-century
builders found the forms of the previous building period to be quite suitable for their needs, and
thus continued to use centralized churches and single- and three-aisled basilicas.165 Domes in
particular remain the highlighted feature in the architectural design, as can be seen in examples
spanning early medieval Armenian architecture.166
This particular group of examples of early medieval Armenian architecture provides a
foundation for the characteristic style of the region. The survey of Ereruk, H’ripsme, Mren, and
Zvart‘nots‘ reveals the Armenian focus on the centrally planned domed form. Furthermore, the
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features of Zvart‘nots‘ are important not just to the formation of an Armenian style, but the
liturgical aspects raise questions as to purpose and symbolism of specific features.

II. The Church of Zvart‘nots‘ and the Holy Sepulchre
Through Hovsēp‘’s account of his travels in Jerusalem, one can imagine how the built landscape
of the city contributed to forming the areas of sacred space. Elements of similar architectural
vocabulary and features absolutely foreign to his Armenian eye are combined in his description
to highlight what he found to create the holy space within the Holy Sepulchre. In examining how
Hovsēp‘’s description may have been seen by Armenian readers, one can only imagine how his
writing was interpreted and used by those in his homeland, or even if it was used at all. By
drawing comparisons between the seventh-century Church of the Holy Sepulchre, a period of
time during which its actual structure is not completely known, and the seventh-century Church
of Zvart’nots’, a structure that can only be studied today in ruins, many possibilities exist for
conclusions to be drawn. While archetypes of Armenian medieval architecture are common in
seventh- and tenth-century examples, Zvart‘nots‘ does not entirely follow the system. Thus, the
influences of outside forces can be examined, particularly in light of Hovsēp‘’s description of the
Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. This must be done carefully, however, as those conclusions cannot
be taken lightly; thus, the ideas presented here should continue to be investigated in order to
write the best possible hypotheses.
Of all features present in either Zvart‘nots‘ or the Holy Sepulchre, the most obvious
comparison lies in the dome. As a clear marker of holy space, the dome in Armenia carried on
through centuries of architecture; likewise, the dome in Byzantine Empire was a forceful
element, particularly in the capital of Constantinople and the Hagia Sophia. But the domes in
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Zvart‘nots‘ and the Holy Sepulchre share features beyond markers of holy space, as they both are
part of a multi-aisled construction. The presence of arcades in both churches create a sense of
“shells:” an outer shell within the sacred space, and an inner shell that contains the “holiest of
holies,” for lack of a better term. The exedrae of Zvart‘nots‘ do not match the unified circular
ambulatory of the Holy Sepulchre, nor do the numbers of columns match. If one were to follow
Krautheimer’s theory on architectural copies and base the conclusion solely on columns, this
would not create a sensible argument for Zvart‘nots‘ to have been a copy of the Holy Sepulchre.
However, due to the presence of columns in Zvart’nots’, a feature so rare in other examples of
Armenian architecture, the exact number does not matter as much. Instead, the presence of the
feature creates the connection between Zvart’nots’, Hovsēp‘’s text, and the Holy Sepulchre.
Furthermore, the existence of a cavity, and possibly a sepulchral cavity, within
Zvart‘nots‘ points to a very strong connection with the Holy Sepulchre. Such as in Santo
Stefano,167 the tomb, empty or not, indicates the relevance of the structure in relation to the Holy
Sepulchre. Both Krautheimer and Ousterhout argue this case in examples besides Zvart’nots’,
and should be strongly considered in the case of the Armenian church. The presence of the cavity
in Zvart‘nots‘ is very strange, particularly since a baptismal font for children existed elsewhere
in the plan.168 Thus, Kazaryan’s work, as noted by Maranci, reveals an intriguing alternative.
The cavity in Zvart‘nots‘ lies in the center of the plan, unlike the off-centered tomb that
Hovsēp‘ noted in the Holy Sepulchre. But, if Kazaryan’s reconstructed plan is accurate, a
templon would have shifted the viewer’s perception of the domed space, pushing the cavity
visually out of the center.169 Kazaryan believes that a templon must have occurred due to the lack
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of grooves on the western piers as well as what exists today of stone floor slabs.170 The cavity
then would have been placed four meters from the eastern piers and two and a half meters from
the western piers under the dome; this is, as Maranci notes, “the same distance by which the
tomb at the Sepulchre is off-set.”171 While this cannot be considered absolute fact, this is an
intriguing argument, since Zvart‘nots‘ then not only falls in line with Krautheimer’s theory, and
the his examination of architectural copies, but also invites a discussion of how the cavity was
perceived by contemporary viewers.
While the cavity in Zvart‘nots‘ during its prime was most likely empty, and has been
found empty during archaeological research, the similarity of the cavity to the tomb in the Holy
Sepulchre should also be addressed. Since the structure had become a martyrium by the tenth
century, regardless of whether the relics existed, the prominence of the building had been
ensured. Kleinbauer also posits that the word “Zvart’nots’,” meaning heavenly host, could hold a
double meaning with a Greek word, egregoros.172 He argues that the word meant “in Early
Christian parlance…‘wakeful’ or ‘vigilant powers,’ as well as ‘powers of angels’ or ‘heavenly
host.’”173 Thus, regardless of the usage of Zvart‘nots‘ as a martyrium at its inception, the
ecclesiastical structure was built as “a house of God with the connotation of the cult of the
heavenly host, in other words a martyrium of a theophany of the patron saint of Armenia.”174
All of these comparisons are intriguing, but the reality of the amount of influence from
Hovsēp‘’s text and the knowledge of the Holy Sepulchre comes down to a single issue, and that
is the timing of the construction. The precise dates of the structure are unknown, though at the
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greatest extremes, the church must have been initiated during the reign of Nerses III, limiting the
time span to between 640 and 661. Maranci notes that Sebeos confirms a “foundation date”
during a description of events during the year 644.175 As convenient as having the textual record
is, there exists a chance that the first date of construction may have been incorrect. In addition,
construction was definitely interrupted in the early 650s due to Arab offensives and Nerses “selfimposed exile in Tayk‘ and his journey to Constantinople.”176 When considering Hovsēp‘’s own
journey to the Holy Land, the issue of translation that was dealt with in the first chapter once
again arises. The range of his journey ranges from 632 until 653; the most agreed upon date of
departure is 640-641. This does not provide the pilgrim with a great deal of time to finish his
visit, travel back to Armenia, and share his findings with Nersēs or other powers that be; while it
is certainly not impossible, this seems like a very short time span to accomplish so much. With
so little room for error, it is difficult to determine whether the description by Hovsēp‘ could have
conceivably influenced the grand structure that is Zvart‘nots‘. The intention of this thesis,
however, is not to establish a causal relationship, so the exact timing of the text’s return to the
homeland will not be of the greatest importance.
Placing Hovsēp‘’s concept of sacred space in context with Zvart‘nots‘ does not rely on a
causal timeline for construction. Instead, these similarities remind the reader that both Hovsēp‘
and Zvart‘nots‘ share connections with the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Comparing Hovsēp‘’s
concept of sacred space to the Armenian typology certainly falls in line with logical approaches.
Likewise, the similarities between Zvart‘nots‘ and the Holy Sepulchre are more numerous than
some of the examples Krautheimer provides in “An Introduction to ‘An Iconography of
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Medieval Architecture.’” Several scholars have drawn the comparisons before, and may argue
that Zvart‘nots‘ was a copy of the Holy Sepulchre. While the evidence certainly points to that
connection, there really is not an exact science to knowing what is a purposeful “copy” and what
is not.
The emphasis in Hovsēp‘’s text on the central crypt, the dome, and the multiple stories in
elevation, form similarities between his description of the Holy Sepulchre and the understood
elevation of the Church of Zvart’nots’. While these three features cannot form an entire structure
on their own, as three very important features in early medieval sacred Armenian architecture,
they certainly inform those who experience the structure of their holiness.

III. Armenian Architectural Symbolism
The consistency of thematic program over centuries of Armenian architectural tradition reveals
the importance of the common elements to the creation of sacred space. The elements that can be
traced throughout the different building phases indicate the importance and relevance of their
appearance in sacred architecture as indicators of holy space. Robert Thomson offers valuable
insight into the concept of sacred space of early medieval Armenian architecture in his 1979
article “Architectural Symbolism in Classical Armenian Literature.”
The article is a collection of primary texts describing the physical church within
Armenian Christianity. Thomson begins by explaining John of Odzun’s explanation for why
both the congregation and the physical structure can be called a “church.” Jewish tradition
introduces the association with the gathering of people, but the meeting place can be so-called a
church because it was built as a house of God, “since the Son of God is sacrificed therein.”177
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John of Odzun, Thomson notes, elaborates that the church is a symbol of faith and virtue.178
After establishing the use of the term, Thomson cites several writers regarding to relationship of
the church to heaven. While the eleventh-century Aristakēs stated that the “desolated churches of
Armenia…exemplified the likeness of heaven through their constructions,” visitors may believe
themselves to be in heaven.179 While the church acted as a site of the miraculous Eucharist
regularly, this was not all that made the church a sacred space.
Thomson’s work includes details about the symbolism of many architectural features.
Agathangelos’s History of the Armenians reveals specific architectural symbolism. The text
simply states that heaven is domed,180 and is “suspended in the void.”181 The Armenian word
used is khoran, which means “tent,” and occurs several hundred times in the Armenian bible.182
The domed area represents the sky and heaven. Often used in conjunction with khoran is the
term kamar, meaning “vault.”183 Anania Shirakats‘i describes the vault as “formed by the fire
and air which surround the earth,” while Gregory Magistros refers to “the firmament above” as
the vault.184 Both of these terms are used quite often in medieval writers’ descriptions of
churches, revealing the importance and prevalence of the dome and its symbolism. Most other
descriptions of architecture revolve around the dome as well; despite the writers’ using only “a
few stock phrases,” the symbolism of the features can be deduced.185 Pillars, or columns, were
seen as crosses intended to support the weight of the heavenly dome, whether used in a literal or
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metaphorical sense.186 A “canopied construction of cloud in the form of a dome” was the end
result of these features, truly defining the heavenly symbolism in the church.187 Agathangelos,
the fourth- or fifth-century chronicler, described architectural symbolism in such a way that any
writer explaining what he was witnessing would follow the same system. A brief excerpt of
Agathangelos’ text describing Christian heaven is below.
The vaults joining the columns show the unity of the Church, and the cloud canopy
above shows the gathering place of all believers, the celestial city. The throne,
above which the whole structure is held together, is almighty God, the head of the
Church. The shining light around the throne is the Holy Spirit, who glorifies the
Son. The spreading waters are the grace of the Spirit, which will save many
through baptism and make earth like heaven.188
This passage reads similarly to Hovsēp‘’s description of the Holy Sepulchre, but Agathangelos’s
description comes from describing a more “general” early medieval Armenian architecture.
In addition to dome symbolism, the church as a whole served a greater purpose.
Thomson’s compiled work suggests that the church “is the meeting place of the faithful; it is a
symbol of the celestial city, the kingdom of heaven; and this symbol is represented in physical
terms by the domed or canopied roof supported by vaults that rest on pillars.”189 But, the church
could not exist without the building process. Thus, the liturgical element of construction
contributes many additional layers to the symbolic meaning of the church. The church’s
foundation was first laid using twelve unpolished stones, representing twelve stones removed
186
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from the river Jordan as well as Christ’s disciples; three stones were placed in each corner of the
church’s foundation.190 The officiating bishop then draws the outline of the church, which
represents the “contrast between God’s immeasureless nature and the bounded, finite nature of
man.”191 The numerology of the numbers three, four, and twelve hold the same significance as in
most other medieval contexts. Thomson posits that John of Odzun’s system of dividing churches
to be particularly important. A church would be divided into three parts: the sanctuary (khoran),
the nave (tachar), and the narthex (gawit‘).192 This threefold division represented the three decks
of Noah’s Ark, known as the nerk‘natum, mijnatun, and vernadzejun.193
As mentioned, the dome is the most prominent feature of early medieval Armenian
architecture, and prevalent in nearly every sacred structure. The dome is an immediately
recognizable feature in Armenian ecclesiastical architecture from both interior and exterior
viewpoints. In his book titled “Medieval Armenian Art and Architecture: The Church of the
Holy Cross, Aght’amar,” J. G. Davies notes the impressive popularity of the dome and its role
within ideological content. The feature “was understood to be an image of heaven, a
representation of the transcendental realm.”194 He argues that the use of domes grew out of the
association with the Alexander the Great’s dome-like tents, structures that were, and are, known
as baldachins or ciborium.195 The symbolic importance of these domes-with-supports are very
clear when considering the ciborium as “a hemisphere on four supports,” and association with a
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greater worldly context.196 Davies work builds off of Thomson’s work with primary Armenian
sources, but offers the symbolism in another church’s context. Gregory the Illuminator’s
description of his vision of a figure descending from heaven within an incredible building
“which had the form of a dome on four columns” arguably placed the dome as the marker of
heavenly influence within architectural iconography.197 Davies notes that the vision of Gregory
was so important that the site of its occurrence198 was marked by a martyrium as a place of
theophany.199 Through this, Davies cites again the dome and numerology as sources of
sacredness within Armenian architecture.
Even the language associated with dome indicates its holiness. Another word commonly
translated as “dome” in Armenian, gmbet, literally means “the vault of heaven;”200 linguistically,
the two ideas could be seen as interchangeable within the Armenian language. Furthermore,
Davies notes, heaven could be described as “domed and solidly vaulted.”201 Thus, the physical
dome of the church coincides directly with the vision, and “reality,” of heaven.
In addition to the programmatic elements of medieval Armenian architecture, the
combination of liturgical practices and the built landscape helped to build the environment into a
sacred space. Father Daniel Findikyan compiled three eighth- and ninth-century texts regarding
the role of architecture within the liturgy, particularly in the rite of blessing the space. The
process involved first bringing the altar outdoors in order for the general congregation to join the
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priest in singing psalms around the altar.202 After the altar was returned to the interior, the priest,
or more likely, bishop, went about the process of “naming the church” and blessing the exterior,
which was most concerned with naming the person responsible for the construction of the
church, and then followed by the bishop encircling the church, cross in hand, in order to bless
and anoint each of the four sides of the structure.203 Circumambulation, in the process of blessing
the structure, is mimicked by Hovsēp‘ in his journey through the Holy Sepulchre. Since Hovsēp‘
would have been walking around and within the structure, he may have felt that he was part of a
similar blessing rite. The role of the architecture in the understanding of the holy was truly
important, as nothing could occur within the space until the consecration was complete, and even
then, the process of marking out what was so special about the church, including blessing the
exterior, defined the limits of holy space quite clearly. While the idea of symbolism in
architecture was not unique to early medieval Armenian architecture, the specifics of the
programmatic elements combine to create a unique system of visual vocabulary.

IV. Hovsēp‘ and Holy Space
This enhanced understanding of Armenian architecture assists in breaking down Hovsēp‘’s
written description, since the important symbolism of the dome, numerology, and
circumambulation have been established. The details that Hovsēp‘ includes make clear what is
important to him. Knowing the Armenian tradition of architectural symbolism and the built
landscape that Hovsēp‘ understood the best, his description can once again be closely examined
in order to best decipher why certain aspects of Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre were
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important to him. Thus, Hovsēp‘’s understanding of architecture was not only influenced by his
own experience of Armenian structures, but by previous chroniclers explanation of what the
features symbolize.
Hovsēp‘’s first statement after his introduction addresses both the sepulchre itself and the
dome of church. This indicates the importance of both the tomb and the dome; Hovsēp‘ would
have recognized the dome as an indicator of the holy immediately, regardless of the existence of
the tomb of Christ. But, since the sepulchre is such a powerful symbol, possibly the most
powerful symbol in Christianity, the tomb then defines the space while the dome symbolizes it.
The tomb was something real, something that could be touched, and represented the holiest event
in history. Its permanence was highlighted as it was “hewn out of the rock,” but Hovsēp‘ did not
note its specific shape.204 However, the building material of the tomb is the same as the building
material of churches in Hovsēp‘’s homeland, forming a connection between Holy Land and
homeland for the pilgrim.
The dome indicated holy space in Armenian architecture, and Hovsēp‘’s description
supports this idea. Since it housed the “life-giving tomb,” the dome itself marked the site of the
greatest miracle in Christianity and the architecture as martyrium.205 Considering the Armenian
word dome and its connotation with heaven, the relevance of the dome over the tomb becomes
very apparent in Hovsēp‘’s account. The “vault of heaven” in the case of the Holy Sepulchre is
quite literal; the space encompasses the Resurrection, arguably holding a part of the miraculous
afterlife within its stone walls. The dome indicates the transcendental space, and speaks in a
language that Hovsēp‘ would have been very “fluent” in, as the architectural vocabulary held the
same sort of weight in Jerusalem, particularly in regard to the dome, as it did in Armenia.
204
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While the dome follows the architectural language Hovsēp‘ was accustomed to, the
manner in which it stood was probably fairly strange. Hovsēp‘ did not elaborate as to how the
gallery stood above the Rotunda. Archaeological fact and the reality of the plan both before and
after Hovsēp‘’s visit point to the central arcade as the support for the dome, which would have
created an elevation appearing as a multi-tiered cake. The arcade on the main level also created a
central space and a surrounding aisle, which would not have been a style that Hovsēp‘ was
accustomed to. As seen in his description, however, he did not find this difference to be of too
great of importance, as he did not feel the need to explain the support structure of the dome. His
interest in the columns, another feature “un-Armenian” in nature, is noted, however, and follows
a common theme among pilgrims. Perhaps “column” meant something different to Hovsēp‘ than
it does to viewers today. It is possible that he did not use the word in the sense of cylindrical
supports and meant a support that was more generic.
As has been noted previously, Hovsēp‘’s interest in regards to the number of columns
within the Holy Sepulchre was noted due to the importance they held to him. Since they did not
fit in the archetype with which he was so familiar, their role in the structure and symbolic nature
may be brought to light. Although Krautheimer suggests that all Christians understood
numerology and understood symbolic totals of individual parts in the same way, it cannot be
forgotten that Hovsēp‘ came from a notably different region than Western pilgrims, and was
accustomed to markedly different architectural styles and sacred texts than those living in
Western Europe. Furthermore, even the Christianity he practiced was different, since
Chalcedonian Christianity dominated everywhere but Armenia. However, that is not to suggest
that the number twelve was not still symbolically important; while Hovsēp‘ would not have
noted the number of columns without the fact holding some weight in his mind, today’s readers
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cannot assume that his beliefs flawlessly matched those that twentieth-century Western scholars
have assigned to early medieval writers.
In establishing a typically Armenian architectural form, we may see how Hovsēp‘’s past
informed his description of the Holy Sepulchre. The built landscape of early medieval Armenia
cannot be taken lightly. Hovsēp‘ would have spent a considerable amount of time in and around
the Armenian ecclesiastical architecture style, through which features in particular could be
established as specifically sacred. As seen through Thomson’s work with architecture symbolism
in early medieval Armenia, Hovsēp‘ was not the only individual that saw architecture in this
way. Texts like Agathangelos’s description support Hovsēp‘’s style of describing architectural
experience, and as an early medieval Armenian, that is a very unique perception.
After exploring the nature of early medieval Armenian architecture, this thesis can now
address the more well-known pilgrimage account of the seventh century in Arculf. Since the
characteristics of Hovsēp‘’s built landscape have been established, turning to compare the
differences between the descriptions can now reveal a great deal of information. Arculf is greatly
interested in the “roundness” of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, while Hovsēp‘, as discussed,
occupies himself with the dome and the church’s measurements. The two pilgrims focus on
vastly different features of the church, even though they visited almost the same building.

Arculf and Hovsēp‘: A Comparison of Two Seventh-Century Pilgrims to Jerusalem and
Their Descriptions of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
Thus far, the text of Hovsēp‘ and the archaeological evidence for the Holy Sepulchre have been
considered closely in order to understand the two in relation to each other, and Hovsēp‘’s interest
in the domical dimensions of the Holy Sepulchre and his interest in the placement of the tomb
can be understood within the framework of sacred Armenian architecture. The text of Hovsēp‘
has also revealed details of the seventh-century Holy Sepulchre in terms of the relics, the
presence of a gallery, and the off-center tomb. Through these details, it becomes very apparent
the ways in which this neglected description of the Holy Sepulchre together with the evidence of
the monument itself mutually inform each other. Also, the value of understanding Hovsēp‘’s text
within the context of Armenian architecture informs readers as to how a seventh-century visitor
experienced and understood the space.
Where Hovsēp‘’s writing is overlooked, scholars utilize Arculf’s description extensively.
Many issues factor into this great discrepancy between the studies of the two pilgrims, but two
rise to the forefront. First, as mentioned, the issue of language for Western scholars continues to
be a barrier to the study of Armenia and Armenian texts. Perhaps an even greater reason for the
extensive study of Arculf, however, lies in the transcriber of his text. Arculf did not personally
write his description; due to a sort of “happy accident,” his story was recorded by the Bishop
Adamnan of Iona, an incredibly influential man in a powerful monastery. This chapter will
address the two texts, the implications of the descriptions for architectural history, and their use
within a greater “global medieval” context. These two texts are comparable due to their
contemporaneity, but also because Hovsēp‘’s text has also been preserved in a peculiar
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coincidence as well, since its resurfacing in the tenth-century manuscript can not be considered a
purposeful manner of preservation.
In the close of this thesis, Hovsēp‘’s text will be compared with that of the much more
celebrated Arculf. What can be discovered through the dialogue of these two descriptions and
understanding them together raises interesting and important ideas. The comparison will help to
diversify the understanding of the early medieval response to the Holy Sepulchre beyond a
singular Western perspective.

I. The Pilgrim Arculf and his Account of the Holy Land
Arculf’s story was recorded in ways, and promulgated by writers and translators nearly
constantly from its publication until today. Reverend James Macpherson was not the first to
publish a translation of the medieval text, but his book from the late nineteenth century included
both Adamnan’s original version and the excerpts from the Venerable Bede’s Ecclesiastical
History that are concerned with Arculf. He writes that “the translation has been made as literal as
possible in passages where the exact rendering was of any controversial or archaeological
importance, as in the description of sites and buildings,” while in other places, he took some
liberties with the translation.206 This is fortunate, as clearly the text of greatest importance to this
investigation is in regards to the architecture.
Macpherson notes that little is known of Arculf, other than very basic information.
Hailing from Gaul, he had been named Bishop prior to leaving on his journey to Jerusalem.207
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Dr. Tobler of Société de l’Orient Latin calculated the date of Arculf’s departure to approximately
670.208 Arculf’s stay in Jerusalem lasted for at least nine months, and during that period, visited
many sites throughout the Holy Land.209 He travelled by sea, and during his journey home, was
caught in a storm and ultimately landed in Iona rather than Gaul.210 While its history will be
discussed further, one should note that Iona was the site of a major monastery in the British Isles;
it produced many manuscripts and a great deal of scholarship in the Early Middle Ages. Abbot
Adamnan provided a temporary home and security for Arculf, who then transcribed Arculf’s
story of his pilgrimage and description of the Holy Sepulchre.
Arculf’s account, as transcribed by Adamnan, is divided into three books. The first
describes Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre and its surroundings, the second explores Southern
Palestine, and specifically Bethlehem and neighboring towns, and the third describes
Constantinople.211 The text can be found in at least nine manuscripts, and “attained very
considerable acceptance over Europe.”212 In addition to the manuscripts devoted solely to
Adamnan’s De Locus Sanctus, an abbreviated version of the text occurs in Bede’s Ecclesiastical
History, increasing the number of textual occurrences greatly.213
Thus, it is very clear why Arculf’s description of the Holy Sepulchre is so well known.
Macpherson notes, “The numerous copies of it scattered over the Continent show the esteem in
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which it was held;”214 the same argument holds true for the numerous scholars that use the text
today. Hovsēp‘’s text does not lend itself to the impressive distribution of Arculf’s text, seeing as
no evidence suggest a publication earlier than three centuries after it was first written.
Furthermore, the accessibility of the language also attributes to the text’s widespread use. Unlike
Hovsēp‘’s account of the Holy Land, many scholars easily translate Arculf’s description, and the
numerous versions allow for massive accumulation of translation.
Adamnan recorded Arculf’s account on wax tablets, and contributed his own insight in
addition to the narrative. After introducing himself and Arculf, Adamnan quickly records the city
of Jerusalem and pilgrimage events that occurred during Arculf’s stay before turning to Arculf’s
description of the Holy Sepulchre and its interior. The text of the “The Round Church Built
Above the Sepulchre of the Lord” follows.
And certainly this very great Church, the whole of which is of stone, was formed
of marvelous roundness in every part, rising up from the foundations in three
walls, which have one roof at a lofty elevation having a broad pathway between
each wall and the next; there are also three altars in three dexterously formed
places of the middle wall. This round and very large church, with the abovementioned altars, looking one to the south, another to the north, a third to towards
the west, is supported by twelve stone columns of marvelous size. It has twice
four gates, that is four entrances, through three firmly built walls which break
upon the pathways in a straight line, of which four means of exit look to the
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north-east (which is also called the ‘cecias’ wind), while the other four look to the
south-east.215

In order to put this description in context, Arculf provided Adamnan with a visual of the church,
the “form of which Arculf himself depicted for me [Adamnan] on a tablet covered in wax”
(figure xv).216
The pathway arguably refers to the floor space between the ambulatory and the outer shell wall,
while the three altars correspond to the three small chapels that radiate from the Rotunda. The
gates, or entrances, that passed through the walls can be seen on the fourth century plan, on the
wall separating the Rotunda from the courtyard. Arculf is definitely describing the inner, “round”
ambulatory, the subsequent path, and the exterior wall, as well as the altars built into the shell
wall, and entrances into the Rotunda itself.217 Arculf’s description of the architecture of the Holy
Sepulchre is not very long, but the detail included allowed Adamnan to draw an interpretation of
the structure.
In addition to the architecture, Arculf describes the Sepulchre itself, as well as other
objects in the church and surrounding structures. The text below follows the above description of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, under the heading “The Form of the Sepulchre Itself and Its
Little Cabin.”
In the middle of the interior of this round house is a round cabin (tugurium) cut in
out in one and the same rock, in which thrice three men can pray standing; and
from the head of a man of ordinary stature as he stands, up to the arch of that
small house, a foot and a half is measured upwards. The entrance of this little
215
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cabin looks to the east, and the whole outside is covered with choice marble,
while its highest point is adorned with gold, and supports a golden cross of no
small size. In the northern part of this cabin is the Sepulchre of the Lord, cut out
in the same rock in the inside, but the pavement of the cabin is lower than the
place of the Sepulchre; for from its pavement up to the edge of the side of the
Sepulchre a measure of about three palms is reckoned.218

Immediately following the text, Adamnan notes that “we must refer to the difference of names
between the Tomb and the Sepulchre; for that round cabin which we have often mentioned, the
Evangelists called by another name, the Tomb: they speak of the stone rolled to its mouth, and
rolled back from its mouth, when the Lord rose.”219 Adamnan continues to note features of the
Sepulchre that the reader assumes Arculf has told him.
That place in the cabin is properly called the Sepulchre, which is in the northern
side of the Tomb, in which the body of the Lord, when buried, rested, rolled in the
linen cloths: the length of which Arculf measured with his own hand and found to
be seven feet.220 Now this Sepulchre is not, as some think, double, having a
projection left from the solid rock, parting and separating the two legs and the two
thighs, but is wholly single, affording a bed capable of holding a man lying on his
back from his head even to his soles. It is in the manner of a cave, having its
opening at the side, and opposite221 the south part of the sepulchral chamber. The
low roof is artificially wrought above it. In the Sepulchre there are further twelve
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lamps according to the number of the twelve Apostles, always burning day and
night, four of which are placed down below in the lowest part of the sepulchral
bed, while the other twice four are placed higher above its edge on the right hand;
they shine brightly, being nourished with oil.

After describing other churches within the complex of the Holy Sepulchre, Adamnan’s text turns
to “The Recess Situated Between the Church of Cavalry and the Basilica of Constantine, In
Which Are Kept the Cup of the Lord and the Sponge From Which, As He Hung on the Tree, He
Drank Vinegar and Wine.”222 Arculf notes that the Cup is extolled by “the whole people of the
city.”223 He describes the spear of the soldier hanging as a cross in the Basilica of Constantine,
while the napkin that was placed on the head of Jesus, surrounded by a long history of miracles,
was in a casket somewhere in the church.224 This excerpt is included in full in the appendix in
order to best provide context for the relics.225

II. Comparing the Accounts of Hovsēp‘ and Arculf
Both Hovsēp‘ and Arculf describe the same general architectural features in their texts. While
Arculf and Adamnan’s version is slightly longer, that may be due to the use of Adamnan as a
transcriber and the relative calm of the monastery. Hovsēp‘’s situation while writing his
description is unknown, so he may have had to write very concisely due to his surroundings.
Regardless, between the two pilgrimage accounts, some aspects are very similar, while some are
strikingly different. Angers notes, “It is apparent that Arculf's plan was never intended to provide
information of a precise and complete nature. Rather, Arculf has limited his choice of elements
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to only the select few which he regarded as essential for the understanding of the structure's
religious and symbolic significance.”226 This is remarkably similar to Hovsēp‘’s particular
choices in his description.
Arculf introduces the Anastasis Rotunda by emphasizing its great roundness and height.
He, like Hovsēp‘, notes that the church is supported by twelve columns, but does not elaborate
on the ceiling, and does not suggest the presence of a dome. This is very different from
Hovsēp‘’s description, and likely arises due to a similar influence of built landscapes in Arculf's
background. Domes certainly were not a major feature of Western European early medieval
Christian architecture during the seventh century, unlike in the Armenian tradition. Arculf notes
the existence of three altars, one on each the south, north and west walls. Both Arculf and
Hovsēp‘ preoccupy themselves with counting, but each focuses on different features. Where
Hovsēp‘ was measuring distances, Arculf counted columns, entrances, and walls. This is not to
suggest one pilgrim described the Rotunda correctly while the other missed important details, but
rather supports the idea of a cultural idea of sacred space. The numerology was important to
Hovsēp‘, as supported by the early medieval Armenian symbolic tradition, but this did not
influence Arculf in the same way. While Hovsēp‘ found certain features to match his perception
of holy space, Arculf found others, and each recorded what was important.
The tomb itself reveals a great disparity in details between the descriptions. Hovsēp‘’s
account notes the off-centeredness of the tomb, but even more interestingly in relation to
Arculf’s account is the simplistic nature of the tomb in Hovsēp‘’s text. In all translations of
Hovsēp‘, the tomb is read as “a hollow rock grave,” not suggesting any sort of ciborium or
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decoration. However, Arculf describes the tomb quite differently. First, the tomb lies in the
“middle of the round church,” but also is far more extensive than Hovsēp‘’s description suggests.
Arculf describes the tomb as being “in the manner of a cave,” but with some sort of built
structure covering the site, but there appears to be some disagreement regarding the naming of
the tomb between Arculf, Adamnan, and the Evangelists. Arculf describes the “cabin” as being
hewn out of the same stone as the tomb, similarly to Hovsēp‘’s description, but with more
exterior decoration. Arculf’s description suggests the existence of a tomb with a rock structure
covering the grave, forming a feature large enough for several people to stand inside.
The greatest differences between the two accounts lie in the specific architectural
features. Arculf describes the tomb as in “the middle of [the] round house;”227 Hovsēp‘ describes
the location as slightly off-center, though not in which direction. Both note the existence of
twelve columns, but Hovsēp‘ notes the twelve “on both sides” and “above” as well.228 What this
means in regards to the architecture is unclear. Maranci suggests that despite this unclear
description, Hovsēp‘’s accuracy in counting columns in other structures of the Holy Land would
suggest in fact twelve total columns, with “both sides” referring to the left and right of the
piers.229 These disparities in description are great, as one could mean twelve columns and the
other twenty-four; yet, when one investigates the known plans of the Rotunda, particularly the
tenth century plan, it is clear that there are twenty supports on the main floor of the church. It is
not possible for Hovsēp‘ to have ignored the piers, but he does not include them in his column
total. This is incredibly interesting to note, as piers are a feature that he would have been very
accustomed to seeing, as many Armenian domes rested on thick piers. Perhaps, then, he did not
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see them as an important feature to note, since they did not create the sacred space like the dome
did, and were not as strange to his eye as the thinner columns were.
In regards to some of the relics housed in the complex, Hovsēp‘ found the spear, cup,
and sponge in the upper story of the Anastasis Rotunda, while Arculf found the spear in the
Basilica of Constantine next to the Rotunda, and the cup and the sponge in a separate exedra
between the Basilica of Golgotha and the Rotunda.230 While in the fourth century, “the
sacralization of the topography of Jerusalem, as witnessed in the multiplication of relics, the
evolution of the stational liturgy, and the distribution of the cross, corresponded to Jerusalem's
reassertion of its position as a city of ecclesiastical significance,” the relics of the Crucifixion
were related directly to the space they occupied.231 Since these relics were noted to be in very
different locations, once may wonder why the two pilgrims would have found them in different
parts of the church. In addition to the small relics, the church itself became viewed as a relic and
a reliquary. Ousterhout argues that the idea was to "respect the very stones, sacred as they are, as
if they were relics,” since the “very fabric of the building,” piece-by-piece, were all relics to
create a larger reliquary.232
What accounted for the differences between the two pilgrimage accounts besides their
cultural background? The time that passed between Hovsēp‘ and Arculf’s visits to the Holy
Sepulchre was not a great number of years. At most, the span was twenty years, but could have
been as few as seven. While many of the features described by the pilgrims were similar, some
were quite different; length of time between their pilgrimages can be to blame for some, but not
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all, of them. Arculf’s description is much better known than Hovsēp‘’s, probably due to the
patronage of his account, but these differences have yet to be explored.
The greatest difference, the location of the relics, is very likely due to the reconstruction
of the city occurring during the seventh century after destruction by the Persians. Considering
this, the Rotunda was likely the first structure to be rebuilt of the whole complex, and as the most
extolled by Christians, it would have to be completed first for hierarchical reasons as well as to
accommodate pilgrims.233 In this case, construction time legitimately would have caused this
discrepancy in accounts. However, the number of columns is probably far less likely to be
caused by changes made over time. Similarly, the exact location of the tomb would probably not
have changed over time; as a large stone structure, it is not easily moved. Furthermore, as the
focus of the entire complex, and arguably of Christianity, the tomb itself would have likely been
the first portion of the building completed based on the logic used for the movement of the relics.
Considering the Rotunda was not covered by a roof for several years but was a useable space
during that time again demonstrates the order of importance of reconstruction.234 So, while time
was very likely a factor in some disparities, it definitely could not have been in others.
Despite the differences in the descriptions of Arculf and Hovsēp‘, one must remember
that not only are the two pilgrims different individuals, they hailed from extremely different
backgrounds and regions. The fact that the two pilgrims described the same space so similarly
that scholars can question the details that were recorded provides an unique opportunity for
powerful new academic questions. While both Arculf and Hovsēp‘’s writing explores the idea of
sacred space by describing what was holy to them individually, each approached the Holy
Sepulchre in a similar manner. Christian ideas and iconography had spread from Western Europe
233
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to the remote Transcaucus, and despite the Chalcedonian controversy, features of the Holy
Sepulchre were important to these two pilgrims and inspired their written descriptions. Perhaps
because of the time difference, rather than in spite of it, a dialogue can be opened between these
two texts in order to better understand both of them.

III. Diversifying the Pilgrimage Literature
Pilgrimage is a fairly broad topic in medieval discourse. Since Arculf and Hovsēp‘ are so closely
related in time and space, they offer a unique opportunity to discuss two pilgrims of two very
different backgrounds in the context of a larger context. While the time between their visits
almost certainly affected both their experiences and their descriptions, the similarities between
the two accounts reveal a great deal of information, as do the differences. Through the
comparison of these two pilgrims, a great deal can be learned about the cross-cultural
understanding of the Holy Sepulchre and sacred space, and indeed a conception of the “global
medieval.”235
While Arculf and Hovsēp‘’s accounts have already been compared in this chapter, what
they share offers new perspectives on the idea of early medieval pilgrimage. Had Arculf’s
journey home not been forced off-course, perhaps his account would not exist, or at least would
not have been circulated as widely as it has been. While the extent to which Hovsēp‘’s account
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was circulated is not known, his account must have been known to someone, as it was finally
circulated widely in the tenth century. Their accounts of the same sites indicate a shared religious
concept even across the entire continent of Europe. The perception of holy space is almost
identical, even if the details are not. Arculf and Hovsēp‘ share the same fixation on the Rotunda
and the sepulchre, even though they focus on different aspects of the features. Early medieval
pilgrimages were certainly not common, but as seen through the eyes of Arculf and Hovsēp‘,
they seem to share a single goal: reaching the holy site in order to experience the sacred space
and describe it for others for whom the journey was impossible. Arguably, these descriptions
were also intended to be used in order to create architectural copies, but there is no textual
evidence to support that idea; scholars today can only find strains of similarities among
architectural monuments and the texts. Instead, copies by means of the descriptions may have
been a conscious choice made after the circulation of the accounts. The shared features of
Hovsēp‘’s and Arculf’s texts broaden the current notion of early medieval pilgrimage. Arculf’s
text alone does not accomplish this, nor does Hovsēp‘’s. But, by studying the two accounts in
dialogue with one another, a vast network of ideas can be uncovered.
Exploring the shared aspects of the two texts is necessary in order to establish what
makes them so special. The fact that the texts agree on so many points is crucial, as it verifies the
legitimacy of both descriptions; perhaps of even greater importance, a largely Western audience
can see Hovsēp‘’s text as an equal to the Western European text by Arculf, thus navigating an
ever-present Eurocentric attitude as best as possible. However, what is not shared by the two
texts is what makes this comparison so interesting and so important. So many different
viewpoints existed, yet for the most part, only one is really thoroughly examined. Hovsēp‘ offers
an alternate view, supplementing the scholarship that has already been accomplished. Thus, the
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Armenian viewpoint diversifies the knowledge of early medieval pilgrimage.236 Rather than
believing that ideas can be isolated to a single region, Hovsēp‘’s perception and experience
reveals that pilgrimage was occurring across Europe and expanding the medieval worldview
beyond the local. Rather than the isolated local view, the shared aspects of Hovsēp‘ and Arculf’s
descriptions reveal a much more globalized medieval.
The comparison between the two pilgrims’ descriptions offers a shift in current discourse
on early medieval realities. Because the two accounts are really so different, the introduction of
Hovsēp‘’s description to current scholarship on the early medieval period truly diversifies the
understood notion of medieval pilgrimage. In addition, Hovsēp‘ reveals through his particular
description of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre that not all medieval experiences of the sacred
are the same. In fact, the variety offers a greater and more in-depth understanding of the
reality.237 The diversity presented by Hovsēp‘’s text is incredible, as it opens a doorway for
greater and deeper scholarship not just on the Armenian perspective, as it obviously does, but
also breaks the notion of an identical sacred understanding throughout the early medieval
Christian world. The manner in which Christianity was understood was not the same in every
region, every country, and every town, and Hovsēp‘ challenges the “status quo” of academic
discourse. He was not some “backwoods” monk who happened upon the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, nor was his description unlikely and unbelievable. Hovsēp‘’s account cannot be
236
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sidelined because of his Transcaucasian roots, as his description is of the same quality as
Arculf’s account, and offers a new path for insight as of yet unexplored.
In exploring Hovsēp‘’s text, art historical discourse can begin to understand a global
medieval. While “global” can refer only to the extent of the spread of Christianity, that territory
is certainly far larger than the limited viewpoint of the Western European experience. While
scholars of the past cannot be faulted for not even knowing that Hovsēp‘ existed, future work
regarding early medieval pilgrimage, the Holy Sepulchre, or Armenian architecture must take
into account this diversifying description. Certainly a medieval “worldview” has been explored
many times through other art forms, but the exploration of a personal experience of a global
medieval through pilgrimage holds a great deal of potential. As discussed, medieval maps
presented Jerusalem at the center of the world. But, these mappamundae were depicting the
world, though with cultural bias. What these two texts illustrate is how the small differences in
textual records can reveal a far greater cultural bias, and how the particular understanding of
sacred space through multiple dimensions examined together can create this more global view.

IV. Iconic Texts, Iconic Pilgrims: Arculf, Hovsēp‘, and Architectural History After
Krautheimer
An exploration of a pilgrim’s account of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre would not be
complete without an albeit brief discussion of Richard Krautheimer’s “Introduction to an
‘Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture.’” He notes in his introduction, “The following remarks
are not intended to be complete; they are meant merely to form contributions towards a future
iconography of mediaeval architecture.”238 Despite his warning, Krautheimer’s iconographical
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theory of architectural copies, largely supported by copies of the Holy Sepulchre and Anastasis
Rotunda, has become a foundation of the study of medieval architecture. Since the copies he
investigates in his study range across centuries and thousands of miles of territory, he reasons
that the “mediaeval conception of what made one edifice comparable to another was different
from our own.”239
Justification for the diverse medieval ideas of tertia comparationis that Krautheimer
explores originates in a single pilgrim’s description of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, thus
basing his theory on Arculf’s account of the structure. Similarities among architectural copies
could have been due to any number of descriptive qualities, and since the idea of “accuracy” as it
applies to today’s audience is very different from a medieval perspective, these copies based off
of Arculf’s description can be visually very different from their original inspiration. In fact,
Krautheimer notes how prevailing a seeming “‘indifference’ towards precise imitation” existed
in these copies.240
Arculf described architectural geometry in a fairly indistinct manner, since octagonal and
cross-domed churches were all explained as “rotundas,” and anything with more than four sides
was seen as round.241 The specificity of shape, Krautheimer notes, was not important to Arculf,
and thus explains the discrepancy among form in the architectural copies of the Holy Sepulchre.
Perhaps this was due to the relationship between the Church and circles. Eigil, an abbot of Fulda,
noted connotations such as “never ending and containing the sacraments,” as well as “the reign
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of eternal majesty.”242 Thus, an allegorical relationship beyond that of the martyrium can be
drawn between the “round” structure and the Church.
Since so many discrepancies in architectural features exist in the copies Krautheimer
describes, he also notes numerology and the issue of counting columns in his reasoning for
copies of the Holy Sepulchre. While twenty supports existed in total in the seventh-century Holy
Sepulchre, Arculf noted only twelve; the eight piers, Krautheimer posits, “simply did not exist in
[Arculf’s] account.”243 Since eight and twelve continued to turn up in architectural copies, this
conclusion is fairly reasonable, but manages to justify the pilgrim’s decision in describing the
arcade.
Yet another area that Krautheimer justifies as discrepancies due to a medieval mindset
comes in the form of measurements. While Arculf only records the length of the tomb, other
pilgrims recorded the size of the Rotunda, enabling copies to match the size relatively closely.
However, some copies avoid the scaling of the Rotunda entirely. Krautheimer argues that this is
yet another way that the architectural copies did not need to follow the original in toto in order to
remain an architectural copy.244
Interestingly, geometry, numerology, and careful measurements all interest Hovsēp‘ and
are recorded in his description. He also includes the off-centeredness of the tomb in his account,
an idea imitated rarely, and relatively ignored by Krautheimer. The features Krautheimer utilizes
Arculf to justify in copies are all features addressed by Hovsēp‘. While the idea of “selective
transfer” of details defines the theory of architectural copies, the elements involved are crucial
enough to have been used to define sacred space by those that described them. What could
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selective transfer mean in the context of Hovsēp‘’s account then? While the theory of
architectural copies still absolutely applies in a Western milieu, Hovsēp‘’s text introduces a
distinctively non-Western perspective.
Krautheimer’s conclusive theory of medieval architectural copies was published in 1942,
two decades prior to Dowsett’s publication of Movsēs Kałankatuac‘i’s tenth-century text The
History of the Caucasian Albanians. It would be unfair to expect Krautheimer to not only know
the Armenian text but also include the alternate pilgrim’s account into his already massive
theory. However, without knowing Hovsēp‘’s description, the theory of medieval architectural
copies can only be understood entirely in a Western context. While Hovsēp‘’s text affects how
these architectural copies can be interpreted, the mere existence of another seventh-century
pilgrim’s description does not disprove Krautheimer’s work, nor does it negatively affect the
manner in which these copies have been studied. But, with only a Western perspective,
exploration of Krautheimer’s ideas is severely limited. Hovsēp‘’s text offers diversity unseen in
an “Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture.” By including Hovsēp‘’s description in further
studies of medieval architecture, incredibly important questions can be raised.
Hovsēp‘ and Arculf described the same structure in essentially the same time period. Yet,
their descriptions differ greatly in regards to the “accuracy” of architectural features and the
identification of sacred space. The manners in which their texts were distributed could not be
more dissimilar, and today’s awareness of the descriptions could not vary more greatly. Despite
these major differences in distribution and current scholarship, these accounts are both incredibly
important to the study of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and early medieval architecture as a
whole. Including Hovsēp‘’s account in future academic pursuits will only serve to improve the
diversity and relevance of the study.

Conclusion
After investigating Hovsēp‘, his text, and his architectural implications, this thesis has delved
into many issues and touched on questions that may be answered in the future.
By addressing the fine details of Hovsēp‘’s text, the first chapter establishes what
Hovsēp‘ saw during his journey to Jerusalem. The break down of his statements reveals details
and ideas that are returned to in later chapters. Through the explanation of the primary source,
the first chapter offers an in-depth view into the mind of a seventh-century Armenian pilgrim, a
perspective that until now was not truly explored. Hovsēp‘’s text allows readers to imagine not
only what the architecture of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre looked like, but also how the
pilgrim experienced the space. Because of the attention to numerical detail and the domical
features, Hovsēp‘ hints at what formed sacred space in the early medieval Armenian mindset.
Turning away from Hovsēp‘’s text, the second chapter outlines the history of the site of
the Holy Sepulchre. This is crucial, as it establishes what is currently known about the seventhcentury form of the church; without this knowledge, there would not be an archaeological record
to compare textual evidence against, as well as comparing in the opposite direction. Hovsēp‘’s
text supports, and is supported by, the archaeological record, yet also offers new information.
Particularly in regards to the placement of the tomb and the inclusion of the gallery, Hovsēp‘’s
description of the Rotunda offers a human perspective, rather than a strictly archaeological one.
The third chapter introduces the reader to the Armenian concept of sacred space. While in
some ways a hybrid of two imperial cultures, early medieval Armenian architecture adopted its
own symbolic language and building system unique to the region. Using tetraconchs, domes, and
rubble masonry, Armenian architecture is truly different from neighboring regions. Thus,
Hovsēp‘’s experience from his homeland influenced his way of “seeing” the architecture in
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Jerusalem. By investigating Armenian architecture, utilizing Robert Thomson’s symbolic
argument, and referring to Hovsēp‘’s interests in his text, the third chapter combines these ideas
to explore whether these ideas informed Hovsēp‘’s description. Additionally, the similarities of
Zvart‘nots‘ to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre create an interesting dialogue between the Holy
Land, the pilgrim, and the homeland. While this thesis cannot prove for certain that the Church
of Zvart‘nots‘ was in some ways inspired by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, it certainly
suggests that this is a possibility through Hovsēp‘’s text.
The best-known pilgrim of the seventh century is Arculf, and the fourth chapter compares
him and his text to Hovsēp‘. While hailing from very different regions, the two pilgrims
witnessed very similar architectural features. Because they share so many features, comparing
Hovsēp‘ to Arculf is incredibly interesting. But, their differences in description reveal where
future scholarship can begin. While Arculf was relied upon heavily by Richard Krautheimer, and
thus popularized in Western architectural historical scholarship, Hovsēp‘’s text is equally
legitimate. With a growing knowledge of Hovsēp‘, the West can continue to explore seventhcentury pilgrimage, but with a more global perspective. Rather than relying on the Frankish
pilgrim alone, Hovsēp‘ provides a Transcaucasian experience to be studied in terms of the Holy
Land.
Hovsēp‘’s seventh-century account is truly an invaluable resource and has the potential to
send ripples throughout the discipline of architectural history. His text reveals and confirms
important details of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. As arguably the most influential building
of early medieval Christianity, what pilgrims actually saw and experienced during their visit to
the Holy Sepulchre is incredibly important to architectural history. Thus, any opportunity to
share that experience through pilgrimage texts should be taken advantage of, and Hovsēp‘’s
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obscurity is a strange situation. Since his text generally supports and is supported by the
archaeological record, and the timeline for his visit places his visit at a separate time from
Arculf, the lack of knowledge around him is not due to any inaccuracies. Instead, the “otherness”
of Armenia is likely the cause of his obscurity. In addition to the language and geographical
barriers, Hovsēp‘’s text was not even known to the West until the end of the nineteenth century,
and was not published in English in the context of Kałankatuac‘i’s History of the Caucasian
Albanians until 1960, through Dowsett’s translation. Therefore, any further research on
Hovsēp‘’s greater role in architectural history improves academic awareness of this pilgrim. This
thesis approaches Hovsēp‘ as a crucial key to furthering the academic world’s understanding of
early medieval architecture both in Armenia and in the sense of the “global medieval.”
Hovsēp‘’s understanding of what made sacred space clearly influenced his investigation
of the Holy Sepulchre, but it is also very clear that the Holy Sepulchre informed the Church of
Zvart’nots’. Architectural historians have often described early medieval Armenian architecture
in a way that marks it as obviously non-Western. Yet Hovsēp‘’s description possibly influenced
the construction of Zvart’nots’, placing not only a Western structure but also a Chalcedonian
structure in the context of Armenian architecture. While the amount of academic interest in
Armenian art and architecture has definitely been growing, Armenia is still relatively unknown
in the art historical world. Perhaps with the connection between Zvart‘nots‘ and the Holy
Sepulchre, greater study can be established in the West through increased knowledge and
interest.
Hovsēp‘’s description of the Holy Sepulchre establishes a much broader and
“international” aspect to medieval pilgrimage. The global medieval is a concept that needs to be
addressed in order to understand how border regions shared culture and ideas with their
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neighbors, and Hovsēp‘’s account provides a new outlet for this investigation to occur. While
others have long established Armenia as the home to distinctive art and architectural style,
certain limitations prevent additional scholarship to occur. Armenia and its relationship to
western and eastern neighbors have been long documented, Armenia and Western Europe is not
examined at all. Considering the inaccessibility of Hovsēp‘’s text for such a great deal of time,
the current state of research is absolutely understandable. However, future scholarship can
approach the idea of a much more “global,” while still Eurasian, medieval space, using Hovsēp‘
as an ally.
While this thesis addressed many questions, it leaves many unanswered and raises the
possibility of even more. Hovsēp‘’s text reveals a part of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre’s
seventh-century elevation, something left uninvestigated by archaeological limitations. Today,
the church boasts three stories, in the main level, gallery level, and the clerestory. This in
particular raises the question of whether these three stories existed in the seventh century. If the
three stories existed during Hovsēp‘’s journey, would he have passed this knowledge on to
builders of Zvart’nots’? While the Zvart’nots’’ elevation is also unknown, popular renderings
depict three stories as well. This is certainly a question left unanswered by this thesis, but is
incredibly interesting. Another route of investigation is furthering the study of Hovsēp‘’s text
and its history. The text did not magically appear three centuries later in The History of the
Caucasian Albanians. Somehow, Hovsēp‘’s text was maintained and saved, even though all that
remains today are its tenth-century versions. How, and where, did Hovsēp‘’s text survive
between his return to Armenia and the publication of the History? While this is something that
can be addressed by future scholars, for now it remains a mystery. But, Hovsēp‘’s text is
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invaluable, and regardless of its journey to the History, it now has been made more available to
the world of architectural history.

Appendices
Appendix I
Dowsett’s Translation of Hovsēp‘’s Text
The distance from the hollow rock grave of our Savior Christ from the centre of
the dome of the Holy Sepulchre is 1½ fathoms. On top of the church, mounted on
pillars, is a dome 100 cubits tall and 100 wide, and on both sides there are twelve
columns below and twelve in the upper story. In the upper story are the spear, the
sponge, and the cup of Christ, plated in gold. The principal (kat‘ołikē) church,
which is called the martyry, which is that of the Invention of the Cross, is 20
cubits distant from the church of the Resurrection and has sixty-five columns
along its length, above and below.
The holy church of Golgotha is ten paces away from the church of the
Resurrection and is called Adam’s Tomb. Above this there is an altar where
Christ was crucified on the rock.
The holy church of Sion is one furlong distant from the church of the
Resurrection, 100 cubits long and 70 wide, with cloisters comprising eighty
columns; there is no upper story, only a wooden trellis-work, and the crown of
thorns which they placed upon the Saviour’s head hangs on this. On the right of
the church there is the upper story of the sacrament and a wooden cupola upon
which is painted the Last Supper of our Saviour and in which there is an altar;
Mass is celebrated in the upper story of the church of Sion, and there is one upper
story.
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To the right of the church of Holy Sion stands the house of Pilate, called
Gabbatha (Kappat’a), with the stone upon which our Savior stood and upon
which his footmarks are visible to this day. Beneath it is the pool in which he
washed his disciples’’ feet. To the left of the church of Sion stands the prison in
which Christ was imprisoned; there is an altar there upon which Mass is
offered.245

Appendix II
Brooks’ Translation of Hovsēp‘’s Text
Concerning the buildings in the holy church of Jerusalem with respect to their
number and situation. And you will find here trustworthy information derived
from an eye-witness. The sepulchre of Jesus, the Giver of Life, hewn out of rock,
is a fathom and a half from the middle of the dome of the life-giving tomb. And in
the church, which is 100 cubits in height and 100 cubits in breadth all round, there
are on each side 12 columns above and 12 below the gallery. And in that gallery
are the lance, sponge, and cup of Christ, laid up in gold.
In the principal church, which is called the Martyrs’ Chapel, which is the Church
of the Finding of the Cross, 20 cubits from the Resurrection, there are 65 columns
along the length, above and below. The Holy Church of Golgotha, which is called
the tomb of Adam, is 10 paces from the Resurrection. And above is a sacramental
table at the place where Christ was crucified on the rock. The Holy Church of
Sion is one stade from the Resurrection and is 100 cubits in length and 70 in
245
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breadth, and contains 80 arcaded columns. And there are no galleries, but only an
attic, on the floor of which is made of pieces of wood joined together; and in the
attic hangs the crown of thorns, which they placed on the head of the Giver of
Life. And on the right of the church is a sacramental gallery and a wooden dome,
on which the sacrament of the supper of the Saviour is depicted; here there is a
sacramental table, and the sacrifice is offered in the upper chamber of Sion; and
there is no gallery. And to the right of the holy Sion is the residence of Pilate,
which is called Kappatha; and the rock on which the Saviour stood before Pilate,
where the mark of his feet is visible to this day: and close under that is the basin
in which he washed the feet of his disciples. And to the left of Sion is the prison
where they incarcerated Christ, and the sacrifice is offered.246

Appendix III
Excerpt from Macpherson’s Translation of Arculf’s Text
IX – The Recess Situated Between the Church of Calvary and the Basilica of
Constantine, In Which Are Kept the Cup of the Lord and the Sponge From
Which, As He Hung on the Tree, He Drank Vinegar and Wine
Between that Basilica of Golgotha and the Martyrium there is a recess (exedra) in
which is the Cup of the Lord, which He blessed and gave with His own hand to
the Apostles in the supper on the day before He suffered, as He and they sat at
meat with one another; the cup is of silver, holding the measure of a French quart,
and has two little handles placed on it, one on each side. In this cup also is the
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sponge which those who were crucifying the Lord filled with vinegar and, putting
it on hyssop, offered to His mouth. From he same cup, as is said, the Lord drank
after His Resurrection, as He sat at meat with the apostles. The sainted Arculf saw
it and touched it with his own hand, and kissed it through the opening of the
perforated cover of the case within which it is concealed indeed, the whole people
of the city resort greatly to this cup with immense veneration.
X – Spear of the Soldier With Which He Pierced the Side of the Lord
Arculf also saw that spear of the soldier with which he smote through the side of
the Lord as He hung on the Cross. The spear is fixed in a wooden cross in the
portico of the Basilica of Constantine, its shaft being broken into two parts: and
this also the whole city of Jerusalem resorts to, kisses, and venerates.247
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Figure iii. Plan, Fourth-Century Holy Sepulchre.
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Figure iv a-c. Holy Sepulchre Today. Plan, South Entrance, Aerial View.
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Figure v. Plan, Eleventh-Century Holy Sepulchre.
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Figure vi. Interior of Dome, Anastasis Rotunda Today, Holy Sepulchre.
Available from: Flickr, http://www.flickr.com/photos/pelegrino/8521881183/ (accessed April 1,
2013).
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Figure vii. Plan, Holy Sepulchre, Construction Over Time.
Available from: Columbia.edu,
http://www.learn.columbia.edu/ma/htm/related/ma_jerusalem_06.htm (accessed April 1, 2013).
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Figure viii. Armenia Throughout the History.
Available from Armenica.org, http://www.armenica.org/cgibin/history/en/getHistory.cgi?3=1==Armenia==1=3=AAA (accessed April 1, 2013).
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Figure ix a-c. Basilica of Ereruk, Fifth Century.
Main Entry on West façade, Photo: Gulbenkian Foundation Archive. South Façade, Plan.
Available from CSUFresno,
http://armenianstudies.csufresno.edu/arts_of_armenia/image.aspx?index=006 (accessed April 1,
2013). Richard Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture, 229, Figure 93A.
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Figure x a-c. Church of Saint H’ripsme, South Façade, Dome Interior, Plan Drawing by
Timothy Helck, Armenia.
Available from Flickr, http://www.flickr.com/photos/james_gordon_losangeles/8532205433/
(accessed April 1, 2013). Der Nersessian, Armenian Art, 44. Available from Flickr,
http://www.flickr.com/photos/7330292@N05/4823843916/ (accessed April 1, 2013).
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Figure xi. Envelope Diagram, Church of Saint H’ripsme, by Vagharshapat.
Der Nersessian, Armenia and the Byzantine Empire: A Brief Study of Armenian Art and
Civilization, 65.
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Figure xii a-c. Mren Cathedral, Southwest Facade, Dome Interior, Plan.
Available from CSUFresno,
http://www.fresnostate.edu/artshum/armenianstudies/resources/churches/cathedral-of-mren02.shtml (accessed April 1, 2013). Der Nersessian, Armenian Art, 14. Available from Virtual
Ani, http://www.virtualani.org/mren/ (accessed April 1, 2013).
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Figure xiii a-b. Zvart‘nots‘, Reconstructed Arcade, Plan.
Available from: Flickr, http://www.flickr.com/photos/magiclight/2608639769/ (accessed April 1,
2013). Der Nersessian, Armenia and the Byzantine Empire: A Brief Study of Armenian Art and
Civilization, 68, Figure 6.
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Figure xiv a-b. Zvart‘nots‘, Section, Elevation as Drawn by Toromanyan.
Der Nersessian, Armenia and the Byzantine Empire: A Brief Study of Armenian Art and
Civilization, 68, Figure 6, and Plate 2.
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Figure xv. Arculf's Plan of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, as Drawn by Abbot Adamnan.
Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, 27, Figure 25.

